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If the trust is to be a useful method of disposing of property it
must in some way or other be enabled to keep pace with economic
and social change . An inflexible trust caught flat-footed in a period
of inflation or depression, confronted with a variable stock-
market or changing government taxation policies, or even merely
faced with the necessity of making some more or less minor family
re-arrangement may cause the name beneficiary to appear some-
thing of a misnomer. Theoretically the most satisfactory way of
dealing with such varying conditions is to insert appropriate pro-
visions in the trust instrument itself. But to cover in detail every
conceivable future circumstance is beyond the power of the best
of draftsmen and generally the best that can be done is to grant
fairly wide discretionary powers to the trustees in the hope that
those, supplemented by whatever statutory powers may exist, will
cover most contingencies . Yet situations will still arise in which
the accumulated powers of the trustees are of no avail and it will
be necessary to turn to the rules relating to variation of trusts . It
is proposed here to consider the nature and operation of these
rules in England and Canada. This will involve a discussion of:
I. The inherent jurisdiction of the courts ; II. Thevarious pieces of
*A . J. McClean, of the Faculty of Law, The University, Southampton.
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rather fragmentary legislation passed prior to 1958, and III. The
effect of the more comprehensive legislation passed in England
in that year and since adopted in some of the provinces in Canada.

As a preliminary a few words must be said on two matters of
terminology. In seeking the assistance of the courts beneficiaries
may be asking for one of two things . They may wish to have ap
proved a proposal whereby one particular departure is made from
the terms of the trust, leaving the trust provisions intact ; for ex-
ample the court may be asked to sanction one specific non-trustee
investment or to allow a "once and for all" payment of capital to
a lif~ beneficiary. On the other hand, the beneficiaries may be
attempting to re-write some of the trust provisions, perhaps to
discard an old investment clause and replace it with a newer and
wider one or to insert a clause giving a life tenant a continuing
right to payments from capital . Although on occasions it is neces-
sary to distinguish these two types of application, the courts have
not adopted any appropriate language . It is here proposed to use
the terms "vary" and "variation" to cover both sets of circum-
stances, the terms "deviate" or "deviation" to cover a single de-
parture from the terms of the trust and the terms "re-write" or
"re-writing" to cover any permanent changes in the trust provi-
sions .

The second matter of terminology which needs clarification
flows from the necessity to distinguish "administrative" and
"beneficial" terms of a trust . By "administrative" provision is
meant a term of the trust which relates to the trustees' powers of
management and control of the trust property ; by "beneficial"
provision is meant a term of the trust which governs the nature
of the interest or the financial return granted to the beneficiaries .
It is readily acknowledged that these definitions are by no means
complete but it is to be hoped that they will serve for our present
purposes .'

1 . The Inherent Jurisdiction .

In England the extent of the inherent jurisdiction of the courts to
authorize a variation of the terms of a trust was finally settled by
the decision of the House of Lords in Chapinan v. Chapinan' in
1954, and it appears that the principles laid down in that case re-
present Canadian law.' The facts of the Chapinan case may be

I It should perhaps be noted that neither of these sets of terminology
have been adopted by the courts or the legislatures .

2 [19541 A.C . 429, 11954] 1 All E.R. 798 (H.L.) .
3 Crocker & Croquip Ltd. v . Tornoos, [19571 S.C.R . 151, (1957), 7

D.L.R . (2d) 104 . In delivering the judgment of the Supreme Court of
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shortly stated . Two settlements each contained clauses providing
that until the youngest of certain infant beneficiaries, the grand-
children of the settlors, should reach the age of twenty-five, or un-
til twenty-one years after the death of the survivor of the settlors
whichever should happen first, the trustees should apply the trust
income at their discretion for the maintenance and education of
the infants, accumulating any surplus income . Owing to the pres-
ence of these clauses liability for estate duty would have arisen
on the death of the settlors . To avoid this result, it was proposed
that the trustees should be authorized to transfer the trust fund
to new trustees, to be held on like trusts, but deleting the provision
for common maintenance and education . All the beneficiaries who
were sui juris had agreed to this arrangement and the court was
asked to approve it on behalf of the infant beneficiaries .

In the House of Lords counsel arguing in favour of the court
having the necessary authority approached the problem from the
standpoint of the court's jurisdiction over infants rather than its
jurisdiction in respect of trusts . It was assumed that if all the bene-
ficiaries under a trust were sui juris and absolutely entitled they
could by agreement vary the terms of their trust at will. The court,
it was contended, acting as the protector of infants, could give
its consent on behalf of the infant beneficiaries if it was shown
that the proposed variation would be of benefit to them . Specific
examples . of the court so acting were to be found in the "mainten-
ance", "conversion", "salvage" and "compromise" cases.4 No ob-
jection could be taken to this jurisdiction on the ground that its
exercise might vary the terms of a trust ; this result would be mere-
ly incidental to the court's intervening to protect the infants and
no power to vary trusts as such was claimed.' The Attorney General
appearing as amicus curiae-, emphasized the necessity of distin~-
guishing two completely separate jurisdictions. Dealing with the
court's power over infants he denied any general rule that the
court could dispose of an infant's property merely because this
would be for its benefit. With respect to the law of trusts he based
Canada, Kellock J. did not discuss the matter as extensively as did the
House of Lords in Chapman v. Chapman, ibid., but it may be legitimately
inferred that the principles of the latter case were regarded as authorita-
tive . See also : Re Blivass, [1944] O.W.N. 497 (H.C.) ; Re Wright, [19541
O.R . 755, [19551 1 D.L.R. 213 (H.C.) ; contra : Re Southam Trust, [1954]
O.W.N . 923 (H.C .) .

4 These four groups of cases will be considered in detail later.
5 The fact that the jurisdiction over infants rather than that over trusts

was invoked appears more clearly in the argument for the respondents,
supra, footnote 2, at pp. 429, 436-439 (A.C .), than in the argument for
the appellants, ibid., at pp . 429, 433-436 (A.C .) .
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his argument on the axiomatic principle that the intent of the
settlor, as found in the terms of the trust, must be scrupulously
observed . The four groups of cases referred to by the appellants
and respondents were examples of exceptions to this principle
rather than illustrations of any general rule which might lead to
contrary results.

Unfortunately, the House of Lords ignored the distinction
drawn between the law relating to infants and the law relating to
trusts . It was apparently understood that the House was being
asked to approve ajurisdiction to var

,
y trusts operative (i) if all the

beneficiaries sul juris consented and (ii) if the proposed variation
would benefit infants or other beneficiaries incapable of assenting
in person .' As an aspect of the law of trusts this proposition was
unanimously rejected . The House adhered to the general rule of
the inviolability of the terms of the trust instrument and would
recognize only four exceptions to this rule ; these were the "con-
versioD", "compromise", "emergency", and "maintenance" juris-
dictions.' It is suggested that, of these four jurisdictions, only the
"emergency" and "maintenance" jurisdictions are truly to be
classified as exceptions to the general rule that a trust will not be
varied merely for the benefit of the beneficiaries . The "conversion"
and "compromise" jurisdictions do not really form part of the
law of trusts at all. They do, however, have some incidental bear-
ing on the question of variation and it is convenient to consider
them before turning to the other two "exceptional" jurisdictions.

A. Conversion .
(i) The scope of thejurisdiction .
Two aspects of the conversion jurisdiction must be dealt with,

its scope (that is the circumstances in which it may be exercised)
and its basic nature (that is whether it is a part of the law of in-
fants or the law of trusts).

Lord Morton, delivering the principal speech in Chapman v.
Chapman," apparently accepted the contention that the court
could exercise the conversion jurisdiction to change an infant's

6 This conception appears to have originated with Denning L.J . in his
dissenting judgment in the Court of Appeal : [19531 Ch . 218, at p. 269 et
seq., [19531 1 All E.R. 103, at p. 132 et seq.

7 The "emergency" jurisdiction is of much the same nature as the
"salvage" jurisdiction to which reference was made in argument . It is
rather curious that the four jurisdictions which in argument were put
forward as illustrations of a general rule in the law of infants become in
the judgments exceptions to a rule in the law of trusts .

8 Supra, footnote 2, at pp . 451 et seq. (A.C.), 807, 780 et seq (AIJE . R.) .
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property from realty to personalty or personalty to realty if it was
shown that this would be for the benefit of the infant . It is not at
all clear that the authorities, including, it is to be noted, those on
which the learned judge relied, necessarily support this proposi-
tion. The earlier cases, 9 while acknowledging that the court is
generally reluctant to alter the nature of an infant's property, 10
take theview that a sale and conversion will be ordered if this be
for the benefit of the infant and whether or not realty or person-
alty is involved . On the other hand some of the cases, and partic-
ularly those of the nineteenth century, would confine such a
jurisdiction to dealings with personalty and would deny any power
to deal with realty, save in the most exceptional circumstances."
If, therefore, the cases are to be reconciled, a distinction, however
illogical it may seem, must be drawn between dealings with realty
and personalty. The court may direct the conversion of an infant's
personalty if this be shown to be for his benefit, but may only deal
with his realty in circumstances of dire neceSSitY.12

(ii) The nature of the jurisdiction .
Accepting this as the proper scope of the conversion jurisdic-

tion, we must now consider its basic nature . There are at least two
possible situations in which this is a question of some importance .
in the first place what may be sought from a court is authority to
sell an infant's beneficial interest under a trust. This was so in

I Earl of Winchelsea v. Norcliffie (1686), 1 Vern . 435 (Lord Jeffrey
L.C .) ; Inwood v. Twynne (1762), 2 Eden 148 (Lord Northington L.C.) ;
Ashburton v . Ashburton (1801), 6 Ves . 6 (Lord Eldon L.C.) ; Ex Parte
Phillips (1812), 19 Ves . 19 (Lord Eldon L.C.) .

11 For the following reasons : (1) to permit a change from personalty
to realty deprived an infant of his right to make a will at seventeen ; (2)
To change realty into personalty ran contrary to t1ris judicial reluctance
to dispose of land ; (3) Whatever form the conversion took it would inter-
fere with descent on intestacy. If the court did order a conversion it was
the custom to provide in the order for the retention of "the infant's right
to make a will during infancy in the case of personalty, and the rights of
his heir to take the realty if he dies under the age of 21" ; Lord Morton,
Chapman v. Chapman, supra, footnote2, at pp. 452 (A.C.), 808 (All E.R.) .
The above reasons would appear to have little weight today .

11 Taylor v . Phillips (1750), 2 Ves . Sen . 23 (Lord Hardwicke L.C.) ;
Calvert v. Godfry (1842), 6 Beav . 95 (Lord Langdale M.R.) ; Field v .
Moore (1855), 7 de G.M. & G. 691 ; In Be Staines (1886), 33 Ch.D . 172
(Ch.D.) ; In Re De Teisser's Settled Estates, [1893] 1 Ch. 153 (Ch.D .) ; In
Re Heyworth's Contingent Reversionary Interest, [19561 Ch. 364, [19561 2
All E.R . 21 (Ch.D.) . See also the salvage cases, infra, footnote 50 ; and
on the question of advancement out of realty : Re Swanson (1987), 31 Sol.
J . 427 (C.A .) .

12 For specific judicial support for such a distinction see : Taylor v.
Phillips, ibid. ; Nunn v. Hancock (1871), L.R . 6 Ch . App. Cas. 850, at p .
851 (James L.J .) ; see also In Re Heyworth's Contingent Reversionary
Interest, ibid., at pp . 371 (Ch.), 24 (All E.R .) .
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Nunn v. Hancock 13 where the court authorized the sale of an in-
fant's reversionary interest : but in a more recent case, Re Hey-
worth's Contingent Reversionary Interest 14, Upjohn J. refused to
permit such a sale. The learned judge was not

all
enthusiastic

about Nunn v . Hancock" but thought that, in any event, con-
sideration of that and other authorities was "unnecessary because
all the speeches in the House of Lords in Chapinan v . Chapinan
make it perfectly clear that there is no inherent jurisdiction to deal
with an infant's interest and to alter trusts merely because it is
for the benefit of the infant".16 It is suggested, however, that the
speeches in Chapman v. Chapman 17 were not at all relevant to the
type of situation confronting the court in the Heyworth case . To
authorize the sale of an infant's beneficial interest is not to con-
done an alteration in the terms of a trust, either in respect of its
administrative or its 'beneficial provisions . If a court authorizes
such a sale the terms of the trust are unchanged and consequently
the law relating to variation of trusts, with which the speeches in
Chapnian v . Chapinan were concerned, is irrelevant . The court
would be exercising the conversion jurisdiction, a jurisdiction
which in these circumstances merely raised the question of the
extent of the court's power over infant's property, be that property
legal or equitable.

The second situation where the conversion jurisdiction and
that relating to trusts may come into contact is where it is in fact
sought either to alter the beneficial provisions of a trust or to
change the nature of trust property . The authorities do not coun-
tenance the use of this jurisdiction for the former purpose. In
Chapnian v. Chapinan" Lord Morton made it clear that he con-
sidered the conversion jurisdiction operated solely to effect a
change in the nature of property ; and later in his speech indicated
that he thought the maintenance jurisdiction the sole exception
to the rule against the alteration of beneficial interests. 19 This con-
clusion is amply supported by all cases involving the conversion
jurisdiction . 10

The remaining question is whether the jurisdiction may be
used to change the nature of trust property. Where it is sought
to effect a change from realty to personalty, it is, from the point
of view of the ultimate results, immaterial whether the conversion

13 Ibid.

	

11 Supra, footnote 12 .

	

Ibid.
16 Ibid., at pp . 371 (Ch .), 24 (All E.R.) .
17 Supra, footnote 2 .
is Ibid., at pp . 451 (A.C .), 808 (All E.R.) .
19 Ibid., at pp . 456 (A.C .), 810 (All E.R.).
20 See footnotes 9 and 11, supra .
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or the appropriate trust jurisdiction-in these circumstances the
"emergency" power-is relied upon. If it is accepted that the
proper scope of the conversion jurisdiction has been indicated
above, in exercising both the conversion and emergency jurisdic-
tion the court can act only in circumstances of obvious and de-
manding necessity." However if the trust corpus consists of per-
sonalty (and, indeed if, contrary to our suggested position, we
were to accept the proposition of Lord Morton that real property
may also be converted if this will be beneficial to the infant, then
even where it consists of realty) the use of the conversion juris-
diction would effect a variation on the ground of benefit to the
beneficiaries, a result which could not be achieved by resort to
the court's power to deal with an emergency. If this be so, then
the conversion jurisdiction becomes an exception to the already
exceptional emergency jurisdiction by permitting trust personalty
to be changed into realty (and, accepting Lord Morton, realty
into personalty) on the ground of benefit and not solely on the
ground of necessity.

This would be an anomalous situation and one which certain-
ly does not appear to have occurred to the judges in Chapman v.
Chapman.22 The confusion could be avoided if the conversion
jurisdiction was classified, not as an aspect of the law of trusts, but
as part of the law relating to infants. The jurisdiction should be
confined to dealings with infant's property, be this legal or equit-
able, absolute or less than absolute ; it should not be used to effect
any change in the nature of a trust corpus or any other variation
of the terms of a trust. Thus if we have a situation where four
adult beneficiaries and one infant beneficiary are interested in a
trust of personalty, the court may in pursuit -of the conversion
jurisdiction sell the infant's beneficial interest, but may hot, on the
consent of the adults and benefit to the infant being shown, sell the
trust corpus under the authority of exercising its conversion juris-
diction. To sell the corpus raises a problem in the law of trusts and
to resort to the conversion jurisdiction, an aspect of the law of
infants, is merely to confuse the issue. This the House of Lords did
by classifying, erroneously it is submitted, conversion as an ex-
ception to a rule of trust law.

B. Compromise.
(i) Thé nature of thejurisdiction.
As, with the conversion jurisdiction we are again interested in
21 See supra for the conversion jurisdiction and infra for the emergency

jurisdiction .
22 Supra, footnote 2.
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the nature of the compromise jurisdiction and in its scope. But
for the decision in Chapman v. Chapman23 no difficulty would
have arisen in determining, in general terms at least, the nature
of the court's powers . A compromise is a contract whereby the
parties to a dispute agree to some mutually satisfactory settlement.
Tnfant or other incompetent or unknown beneficiaries cannot of
course consent in person, but any problems which this might have
caused have in large part been met by the courts approving com-
promises on their behalf when to do so would be for their benefit."
Prima facie it would seem that such a jurisdiction ought not to
be regarded solely as an aspect of the law of trusts . In one passage
in his judgment in Chapman v. Chapman" Lord Simonds recog-
nized the wider nature of the jurisdiction, but in the end he joined
the rest of the House of Lords and the majority in the Court of
Appeal in classifying it as an exception to the rule against varia-
tion of trusts ." While there are no decisions to the contrary, it
is fairly clear that this is taking too narrow a view of the court's
powers. In some instances the Rules of Court confer on the court
an authority to approve compromises which extends beyond the
field of trusts 2l and so far as judicial practice is concerned, com-
promises are continually being approved, particularly on behalf
of infants, whether or not trusts are involved ." Thus, without it

23 [bid.
24 In Chapinan v. Chapman, ibid., the court's powers were stated as

applying to infants and unborn parties : Lord Simonds at p . 445 (A.C.) ;
Lord Morton at pp . 451, 457 (A.C .) ; Lord Cohen at p . 471 (A.C .) . One
would assume the court has similar powers with respect to lunatics, see
in England, R.S.C . : Ord . 80, r . 11, Annual Practice (1964). At the time
of writing the Rules of Court of all the Canadian provinces were not avail-
able, but it would seem that some provinces have a rule similar to the
English one : see Halsbury's Laws of England (3rd ed., 1959), Vol . 30,
p . 404, para 760 ; Vol . 30A (Canadian Converter), p . 326.

25 Ibid., at pp . 445 (A.C.), 802 (All E.R.) where it was stated that the
jurisdiction "is exercisable alike in the Queen's Bench and Chancery
Division and whether or not the court is in the course of administering
a trust" .

26 Ibid., at pp. 445 (A.C .), 802 (All E.R.) ; Lord Cohen at pp. 471 (A.C .),
820 (All E.R .) ; Lord Asquith at pp . 469, 470 (A.C .), 818-819 (All E.R.)
Lord Morton at pp . 451 (A.C.), 807 (All E.R .) . In the Court of Appeal
see supra, footnote 6, at pp . 239 (Ch.), 113 (All E.R.) .

27 The power to compromise on behalf of persons under disability is
in quite wide terms : see the Rules of Court referred to footnote 24, supra.
In some instances the court is given power to approve compromises of
proceedings concerned with the administration of estates, trusts and the
construction of a written instrument : England : R.S.C., 0 . 15, r. 13, An-
nual Practice (1964) ; D.C . : R.S.C., 0 . 16, r . 9A ; N.B . : S.C . Rules, 0 .
16, r. 9A . It should be pointed out, however, that in some of the Canadian
provinces what would appear to be the equivalent rule is confined to
trusts : see, for example, Ont . : S.C. Rules, r . 79.

21 The most common example is probably the settlement of personal
injury claims ; see e.g. England : Rhones v . Swithenbank (1889), 22 Q.B.D .
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being necessary to decide what exactly the outer limits of the juris-
diction are, they are not limited to trusts or even the general
field of equity. It would senselessly restrict the power of the court
if the compromise jurisdiction was not operative in most if not all
cases where the settlement of an action in equity or at law requir-
ed approval'on behalf of parties not capable of acting in person .

(ii) The scope of the jurisdiction .
Until Chapman v . Chapman" it was assumed that the compro-

mise jurisdiction was only operative in cases involving a dispute,
and the House adhered to this view. While this conclusion may,
as we shall see, take too restricted a view of the matter, it is at
least preferable to the two contrary arguments found in the case.

The fir§t of these is an amalgam of the views of the majority
judgment in the Court of Appeal and that of Lord Cohen in the
House of Lords. In the Court of Appeal Lord Evershed stated,
"It must also be taken in our judgment (at least since the decision
in In Re Trenchard fifty years ago) that the court has

,
a further

power and jurisdiction . . . to approve on behalf of persons inter-
ested under a trust who are under a disability (particularly infants)
and persons who may hereafter become interested, compromises
proposed by or between persons . beneficially interested under the
trust . . . . ; and the word compromise should not be construed so
as to be confined to 'compromises' of disputed rightsl.'. 30 This
view however, -is unsatisfactory in that while pointing out , what a
compromise is not, it fails to state specifically what it is." Lord
Cohen, adopting the same general position, attempted to remedy
the defect by restricting this definition to arrangements made be-
tweeil various classes of beneficiaries ; it was not, in his opinion,
to be taken as extending to arrangements between beneficiaries
577 (C.A.) ; Mattel v . Youtro (1898), 78 L.T . 682 (Q.B.D .) ; Walsh v .
George Kemp, [1938] 2 All E.R. 266 (C.A.) ; Flack v. Whithers, [1961] 1
W.L.R. 1284, [19611 3 All E.R . 388 (H.L.) . Canada: Vano v. Canadian
Coloured Cotton Mills (1910), 21 O.L.R . 144 (K.B.D .) ; Glynn v. Unwin
(1926), 30 O.W.N . 188 (H.C.) ; Poulin v. Nadon, [1950] O.R . 219, [1950]
2 D.L.R . 303 (C.A.) ; Hurd v. Hurd, [1955] O.W.N. 568 (H.C .) ; Howe v .
City of Vancouver (1957), 9 D.L.R . (2d) 78, 22 W.W.R . 385 (B.C.S.C.) .
For other miscellaneous examples of the exercise of the jurisdiction see
England :, Hargrave v . Hargrave (1850), 12 Beav. 408 (Lord Langdale
M.R.) (mortgage) ; In Re Swain, [1918] 1 Ch. 574 (C.A .) (will) . Canada:
Boskawich v. Steen, [1942] 1 D.L.R. 386, 1 W.W.R. 15, aff'd [19421 2
D.L.R

'
. 775, 1 W.W.R. 866 (Man . C.A .) (Fatal Accidents Act, R.S.M.,

1940, c . 74, now R.S.M ., 1954, c . 84) ; Staicue v . Chatwin (1955),15 W.W.R .
222 (B.C.S.C .) (Families' Compensation Act, R.S.B.C., 1948, c. 116, now
R.S.B.C ., 1960, c . 138) .

29 Supra, footnote 2 .
30 Supra, footnote 6, at pp . 239 (Ch .), 113 (All E.R.) .
11 Cf. Lord Morton, supra, footnote 2, at pp. 459 (A.C .), 812 (All E.R.) .
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within one particular class. 12 In reaching their conclusions both
Lord Evershed M.R . and Lord Cohen relied on the case of In Re
Trenchard.~' That case is not of any great assistance for, while
stated by Buckley J. to be an exercise of the "compromise" juris-
diction, the exact nature and scope of the jurisdiction was not
argued or defined and it gives no solid support to the Court of
Appeal or Lord Cohen. Considered on their merits the conclusions
of the Court of Appeal are defective for uncertainty and those of
Lord Cohen are without logical foundation . The latter would
have provided a ground for rationalizing previous decisions but
for reasons which certainly do not appear in the decisions them-
selves .31 The distinction does not rest on any recognizable prin-
ciple and is highly artificial-it smacks of distinguishing for the
sake of distinguishing. Fundamentally each of the arrangements
varies undisputed rights . The fact that in one case these are rights
of classes and in the other rights of members of a particular class
appears beside the point.

The second alternative to that adopted by the House of Lords
was propounded by Denning L.J . in the Court of Appeal . He de-
fined compromises as "arrangements between beneficiaries about
their beneficial interests whereby these interests are changed and
distributed between them differently from the directions of the
settlor or the testator"." To support this conclusion Denning
L.J . relied on three cases . From two of these cases, Inwood v.
Twynne" and Brooke v. Lord Mostyn" he cited dicta which do

32 Ibid., at pp . 473-474 (A.C.), 821 (All E.R.). Lord Cohen's position
may be illustrated as follows . Suppose there is a trust the income of which
is to be divided equally among the settlor's children, with remainder over
to his grandchildren . Any arrangements about their interests between the
income beneficiaries, as a class, and the remaindermen, as a class, would
constitute a compromise . However an arrangement made by either group
inter se would not be so regarded .

3-3 [190211 Ch. 378, [1900-31 All E.R . Rep . 289 (Ch.D.). In this

	

case

	

a
widow had the use of a house for life, the estate to pay all expenses . It was
proposed that she release this right in return for an annual payment of
X275 . Buckley J. approved this as a compromise of her rights .

34 The following cases involved the re-aitangement of rights between
various classes of beneficiaries : lit Re Trenchard, ibid. ; In Re Duke of
Leeds, [1947] Ch . 525, [1947] 2 All E.R. 200 (Ch.D .) ; In Re Lucas, [1947]
Ch . 558, [19471 2 All E.R. 213 N. (Ch.D.) ; lit Re Downshire's Settled
Estates, [1953] Ch. 218, [19531 1 All E.R . 103 (C.A.) ; In Re Blackwell's
Settlement Trusts, [19531 Ch . 218, [19531 1 All E.R. 103 (C.A .) ; Chapman
v. Chapman, supra, footnote 2, involved the re-arrangement of the rights
of a particular class . Prior to Lord Cohen's judgment the cases had made
nothing of the suggested distinction .

Supra, footnote 6, at pp . 273 (Ch .), 134 (All E.R.) .
[1762] Amb. 417, at p . 418 (Lord Hardwicke L.C .) . "It was said that

the nature of an infant's estate cannot be changed . . . ; the court has often
changed it for the convenience of the infant . . . when it is manifestly

37 See following page.
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not appear to be in point and the third case was, once again, In
Re Trenchard.11 But as we have observed, this case could be of
assistance only insofar as the actual result was concerned, and in
it no attempt was made in the arguments or in the judgment to
assess the exact nature of the jurisdiction.

So far as opposing authority was concerned, there was, there-
fore, little which could be of service in disputing the conclusion
of the majority in the House of Lords. On the other hand, apart
perhaps from the case of In Re Wells" in which Farwell J. in a
judgment considering the issue in some detail, arrived at a con-
clusion as to the applicability of the compromise jurisdiction
which was in conflict with the result in In Re Trenchard,10 there
was no authority which specifically supported the proposition that
a dispute was a prerequisite to the exercise of the jurisdiction. 41
In the end it would seem that the main consideration which in-
duced the House to reject the wide conception of compromise
was that not to do so would result in this "exceptioW' extinguish-
ing the general rule (against variation on the ground of benefit to
the beneficiaries) that they had previously laid down. This reason-

for the advantage or convenience of the infant. The court has done it in
many cases, in making compositions, and often contrary to the direction
of the donor or testator . . . ." Denning L.J. quoted only the last sentence
of this passage : see ibid., at pp. 273 (Ch.), 134 (All E.R.) . In its context
it is easily seen that the dictum refers to conversion .

37 (1864), 2 De G.J. & S. 373 (L.M.). "That this court has the power to
compromise rights and claims of infants and persons under disabilities
when these rights are merely equitable has not and cannot be disputed .
It is a power which has been continually exercised by the court and re-
sults almost necessarily from the jurisdiction which the court exercises
over trustees . In the exercise of that jurisdiction the court may in general
order the trustees to deal with the trust property in whatever mode it
may consider to be for the benefit of the cestui que trust . . . ." At best
this indicates that in the exercise of the compromise jurisdiction the
courts act for the benefit of the infant ; but it still leaves unanswered the
question of whether a dispute is also a necessary prequisite .

It should be noted that Brooke v . Lord Mostyn was reversed on appeal
but on grounds irrelevant in the present context : (1866), L.R . 4 ILL . 304 .

38 Supra, footnote 33 .
"
[19031 1 Ch. 848 (Ch.D.) . The majority of the Court of Appeal at-

tempted to explain In Re Wells, but in a rather unsatisfactory way : supra
footnote 6, at pp. 242-243 (Ch .), 114-116 (All E.R.) .

40 Supra, footnote 33 .
41 It was generally accepted that over a period of about fifty years the

wide compromise jurisdiction had been exercised in Chambers ; only
Lord Simonds was inclined to question the matter : supra, footnote 2, at
pp . 447 (A.C.), 803 (All E,R.) . Lord Morton, ignoring the thesis that
long established bad law should be accepted as law, took the view that
the courts could not establish a jurisdiction by merely asserting and ex-
ercising it and, in any event, there being no reports of the Chamber pro-
ceedings, it was impossible to determine either the exact circumstances
of the cases or the reasons for the court's decision : Ibid., at pp . 464 (A.C.)
815-816 (All E.R.).
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ing is fallacious owing to the misclassification ofthe "compromise"
power as an exception to a rule of trust law. As we have seen it is
an entirely separate jurisdiction, and it is erroneous to restrict its
operation in this manner. If authority had shown the wide con-
cept of compromise to be valid the fact that this achieved the same
result as the rejected equitable jurisdiction was of itself no reason
for rejecting it. An argument in the alternative must be met on
more substantial grounds.

Thus the House of Lords had no strong authority for restrict-
ing the exercise of the compromise jurisdiction to circumstances
where a dispute exists, nor were the reasons advanced to support
the principle totally convincing . Two matters ignored by the
House might have strengthened their case . Firstly, it is significant
that in every case where a compromise has been approved it has
represented the settlement of a dispute.42 The precise point at
issue in the Chapinan case was not, of course, argued, but none-
theless such a line of cases is of some persuasive authority. Second-
ly, the concept of compromise in other fields might have been re-
ferred to ; for example, a reference to company law would have
shown that there "compromise" and "dispute" went together.4 .

There is no doubt therefore that the rule laid down by the
House of Lords is correct ; a compromise must be based on a dis-
pute . "Dispute" should not however be used in too restricted a
sense, for there are two situations in which it will be proper to
exercise the jurisdiction, although there is no positive disagree-
ment as to rights . The first is where there is some area of doubt
which is a potential source of disagreement and the parties agree
to an amicable solution without "battle lines" ever being drawn.
There does not appear to be a case in point, but it is suggested
that the settlement in such a manner of a doubt, which carries
with it the germ of a dispute, would at least fall within the spirit
if not the language of Chapinan v. Chapman."

The second analogous situation is where there is no dispute or
42 See the cases cited footnote 28 supra.
43 Follit v. Eddystone Granite Quarries, [1892] 3 Ch. 75 (Ch.D.) ; Mer-

cantile & General Trust Co . v. International Co . of Mexico, [1893] 1 Ch .
484 (C.A.) ; Mercantile Investment Co . v. River Plate Co ., [1894] 1 Ch .
578 (Ch.D.) ; Sneath v . Valley Gold, [1893] 1 Ch. 477 (C.A .) ; In Re Stocks
Ltd. (1909), [19121 2 Ch . 134 N . (Ch.D.) ; Northern Assurance Co. v .
Farnham Ltd., [1912] 2 Ch. 125 (Ch.D.) ; Re Guardian Assurance Co.,
[191711 Ch. 431 (C.A.).

44 Supra, footnote 2 . Some of the passages in In re Powell Cotton's
Settlement, [1956] 1 W.L.R . 23, [1956] 1 All E.R . 60 (C.A .) might be
read as refuting this suggestion ; but if the court in that case refused to
exercise the compromise jurisdiction in the case of a doubt, it was because
the doubt was not genuine : see infra.
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even a doubt as~ to rights but there is some difficulty in enforcing
them. Brooke v . Lord Mostyn" dealt with such a set of circum-
stances. In that case there were trusts of real estate for a term of
500 years to raise such monies as would, inter alia, pay a legacy
of £20,000 to A. When the testator died his estates were so heavily
encumbered that it was uncertain when, if at all . payment would
be made . ®n her marriage A settled the legacy on herself, her
husband and children, and subsequently an action was commenc-
ed, an infant child being one of the plaintiffs, seeking payment of
the legacy . The defendant offered to secure £20,000 for the settle-
ment in another way in return for a release of the claim against
the . trust estate. The plaintiffs were advised that in view of the
nature and extent of the liabilities affecting the estate of the testa-
tor, the suit could not be prosecuted without very great delay and
expense and that even then probably no part of the legacy would
ultimately be recovered. The legal rights of the parties were not
really in dispute, but the problem was whether in the end there
would be anything left to satisfy them. Accepting the advice that
there probably would not, the petitioners, instead of embarking
on the difficult if not impossible task of asserting their legal rights
to the full, agreed instead to the settlement proposed by the de-
fendant . This settlement was approved by the court on behalf of
the infants, and, although no dispute as to rights was involved,
the case may be taken as representing a valid exercise of the com-
promise jurisdiction.

It is important to note however that although the courts are
prepared to approve on behalf of infant and other incompetent
beneficiaries agreements which settle disputes and what we may
call difficulties or doubts, even though this may incidentally vary
a trust, this jurisdiction is necessarily limited to approving bona
fide compromises arising out of bona fide disputes, doubts or dif-
ficulties. This requirement of bona fides prevents the compromise
jurisdiction being misused to achieve an otherwise impossible
variation of a trust. Beneficiaries may attempt to arrange a "sham"
dispue 46 and on this basis arrive at a compromise which achieves
their desired end ; or, given a genuine or "sham" dispute, the
compromise may hardly be bona fide in that it travels well beyond
what was necessary to settle the dispute. The attitude of the courts
to both these situations is illustrated by In Re Powell Cotton's
Settlement . 47

41 Supra, footnote 37 .
48 Using that word to cover all the situations just referred to .
47 Supra, footnote 44 .
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In that case it was alleged there was a doubt as to the inter-
pretation of the investment clause of a trust, and the beneficiaries
who included infants, compromised an action for its construction
by substituting a "modern" clause for one which had been rather
outdated and restrictive in character. The Court of Appeal upheld
Danckwerts J. in refusing to grant his approval . In the first place
they were agreed that what was before the court was really a
"dressed-up" dispute. That being so they considered that the case
did not fall within the spirit of Chapinan v. ChapnianM Which they
took as requiring an actual as opposed to a fake dispute to be
shown. But even if the dispute had been genuine the court still
would have withheld its approval, for the substitution of the new
investment did not constitute a bonafide compromise of the doubt
concerning the old. Lord Evershed M.R. thought this an extremely
strong point. "I, for my part, prefer to base my own conclusion
in rejecting this appeal on the second ground ; namely that if it
could be said that there was a question being compromised never-
theless I would feel unjustified in interfering with the view which
the judge took in his discretion that to substitute an entirely mod-
ern investment clause for that which was found in the settlement
was not the right way of treating the matter." 49

In conclusion therefore, it is submitted that the compromise
jurisdiction is not to be regarded only as an aspect of the law of
trusts . It is of some importance in the latter context in that its
exercise may incidentally vary the terms of a trust. It cannot how-
ever be used or misused for the sole purpose of achieving that end.
The court will only act if a genuine dispute, doubt or difficulty
is settled by a genuine compromise and this compromise is shown
to be'for the benefit of those on whose behalf approval is being
given. The variation of a trust will be an incidental result .

C. Emergency.
(i) Natureof the jurisdiction .
The emergency jurisdiction is quite clearly an exception to the

rule that the courts will not vary the terms of a trust." The leading
48 Supra, footnote 2.
49 Supra, footnote 44, at pp . 27 (W.L.R .), 62 (All E.R .) .
50 The courts also recognize a "salvage" jurisdiction where realty is

concerned : Glover v . Barlow (1831), 21 Ch.D . 788 N . (Shadwell V.C.) ;
Dunne v . Dunne (1855), 3 Sm. & Giff. 22 (Stuart V.C .) ; Dent v . Dent
(1862), 30 Beav . 363 (Romilly M.R .) ; Frith v. Cameron (1871), L.R . 12
Eq. 169 (Malins V.C.) ; In Re Jackson (1882), 21 Ch.D . 786 (Ch.D.) ;
Conb ,ay v . Fenton (1888), 40 Ch.D . 512 (Ch.D .) ; In Re De Telsser's Settled
Estates, supra, footnote 11 ; In Re Montagu, [1897] 2 Ch . 8 (C.A.) ; In Re
Willis, [1902] 1 Ch . 15 (C.A .) . This is essentially the same as the emergency
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formulation of the doctrine is to be found in a passage in the judg-
ment of Romer L.J. in In Re New." Having stated the basic rule
he continued :

But in the management of a trust estate and especially when that estate
consists of a business or shares in a mercantile company, it not infre-
quently happens that some peculiar state of circumstances arises for
which provision is not expressly made by the trust instrument and
which renders it most desirable, and it may be even essential, for the
benefit of the trust estate and in the interests ofall the cestuis que trust
that certain acts should be done by the trustees which in ordinary cir-
cunistances they would have no power to do . In a case of this kind,
which may reasonably be supposed to be one not foreseen or anticipated
by the author of the trust where the trustees are embarrassed by the
emergency that has arisen and the duty cast upon them to do what is
best for the estate, and the consent of all the beneficiaries cannot be
obtained, by reason of some of them not being suijurls or in existence
then it may be right for the Court, and the Court would in proper cases
have jurisdiction, to sanction on behalf of

all
concerned such acts in

behalf of the trustees as we have above referred to .

In the United States, where the same doctrine exiStS,52 some of
the cases attempt to rationalize it on the basis of the settlor's in-
tent." In England the courts have been content to rely on the mere
fact of necessity as sufficient justification for the jurisdiction . This
is the more tenable position for to talk in terms of intention is to
indulge in blatant fiction. The emergency confronting the trust
was probably not foreseen by the settlor.54 At best the courts meet
it by doing what he might have done; more often they are author-
izing -what they feel he ought to have done . Any lapse into the
language of intent is something in the nature of a salve for the
judicial conscience and, more importantly, may lead to the situa-
tion where an originally fictional intent may come to be regarded
by some as real . It is safer and more realistic to accept the fact
that necessity calls for immediate action .

jurisdiction . Some of the cases might be interpreted as resting on the
courts' powers over infants ; cf. the leading case Re Jackson, supra. While
this is a moot point, it is clear that emergency is the sole ground for the
exercise of the jurisdiction .

61 (1901] 2 Ch. 534, at pp . 544-545, [1900-3] All E.R . Rep. 763, at pp .
768-769 (C.A .) This passage was cited with approval by Lord Morton in
Chapman v. Chapman, supra, footnote 2, at pp . 453 (A.C .), 808-809 (All
E.R.)

52 ~he leading case is Curtis v. Brown (1862), 29 111. 201 . See Scott on
Trusts (2nd ed ., 1956), Vol. 11, See . 167 .

53 Cf Curtis v . Brown, ibid. ; Pennington v . Metropolitan Museum of
Art (1903), 65 N.H . Eq. 11, at p. 22, 55 Atl . 468, at p . 472.

54 Indeed that the settlor should not have foreseen the emergency is
probably one of the elements of the jurisdiction : see infra, et seq .
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(ii) The scope of the jurisdiction .
Altogether there are five matters to be taken into account in a

discussion of the scope of the emergency jurisdiction . Two of
these are well established limitations on its operation, the import
ance of two more has not yet been precisely determined, and as
for the ffth, although the contrary can be argued, it is suggested
that it should not be regarded as affecting the exercise of the
jurisdiction .

In the first place, as its name implies, before the court may act
it must be shown that an emergency exists . No "test" of emergency
has been formulated, but it is clear that only in a compelling case
will the court be prepared to intervene . In England the question
used to arise where on the organization of a partnership into a
company or on a company reconstruction, trustees were faced
with the alternative of disposing of valuable assets or of accepting
shares which were not trustee investments. In some instances
despite the obvious advantages of permitting the trustees to ac-
cept such investments, the court refused to sanction this, even on
a temporary basis. 15 In the leading case In Re New" the court did
however conditionally approve such a course of action. In that
case on a company reconstruction for every Z100 share they held
shareholders were to be given ten ElO preference shares, ten 910
ordinary shares and one E100 debenture. The trustees of the
settlement were not authorized to invest in any of these securities
and applied to the court for permission to accept and retain them.
The Court of Appeal authorized them to do so, but subject, in the
first place, to further evidence being produced of "the difficulties
that will arise if the trustees are obliged to stand aloof and taking
no part in any reconstruction"," and in the second place, to their
applying for further power to retain if the securities were not dis-
posed of within a year . The court therefore would only deviate
from the terms of the trust if a "difficulty" was clearly shown to
exist and even then the deviation was to be as short-lived as pos-
sible. The judicial attitude was thus one of extreme caution and
yet in a later case In Re New 58 was stated to be the "high-water
mark" 69 of the emergency jurisdiction .61

55 InReCraivshay (1888), 60 L.T. 357 (Ch.D.) ; In Re Morrison, [1901]
1 Ch . 701 (Ch.D .) .

66 Supra, footnote 51 .
51 Ibid., at pp . 546 (Ch .), 769 (All E.R. Rep.) .
58 Supra, footnote 51 .
69 Per Cozens-Hardy M.R. in In Re Tollemache, [1903] 1 Ch . 955, at

p. 956 (C.A .) .
00 The specific problem of company reconstruction has been dealt

with in some jurisdictions by statute : infra, Part 11 .
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Even more restrictive has been the attitude of the English
courts in the "salvage" cases." These usually involved applications
by trustees to use capital moneys for the erection, rebuilding or
repair of trust realty. In the leading case of In Re Jackson," Kay J.
stressed that the court would grant such authority only where it
was shown to be absolutely necessary for the preservation of the
trust property that some action should be taken. In effect the juris-
diction has been confined to the use of capital for the purpose of
repair 13 and then only in the most exceptional case . In Re De
Teisser's Settled EstateS64 well illustrates the rigidity of the posi-
tion. There a house forming part of a trust estate was admittedly
uninhabitable and no provision for repair had been made in the
trust instrument . The court however felt there was no danger of
any permanent damage to the inheritance and therefore no justi-
fication for resorting to the salvage principle."

The second limitation on the emergency jurisdiction is that it
may be used only for the purpose of authorizing deviations from
the administrative provisions of a trust. Although the point did
not come up for decision in In Re New" this is the implication to
be drawn from the language in which Romer L.J . there stated the
nature of the jurisdiction and eventually this was the position
adopted by the Court of Appeal in In Re Downshire Settled Estates."
In that case, and in its two companion cases," it was argued that
the court could in pursuance of the emergency jurisdiction author-
ize a re-writing of the beneficial interests under the three trusts
involved . The majority of the Court of Appeal rejected this con-
tention. The emergency jurisdiction, Lord Evershed M.R . stated,
enabled the court to "confer upon trustees, quoad items of trust
property vested in them, administrative powers . . . where a situa-

61 See cases cited footnote 50, supra .
61 Sapra, footnote 50. This, a decision at first instance, was approved

by the Court of Appeal in In Be Montagu, supra, footnote 50 .
63 And in two instances the completion of buildings in the course of

execution at the time of the testator's death : Hibbert v . Cooke (1824), 1
SiM . & St . 552 (Leach V.C.) ; Dent v . Dent, supra, footnote 50. On the
other hand applications to use capital to erect buildings contemplated by
the testator or to totally reconstruct existing buildings have generally
been refusea : Dent v . Dent, supra ; In Re Montagu, supra, footnote 50 .

61 Sapra, footnote 11 .
11 Again in some jurisdictions statute law has alleviated this particular

problem, see infra, Part IL
11 Supra, footnote 51, at pp . 544-545 (Ch.), 768 (All E.R. Rep .) . His

remarks Were prefaced by the phrase : "In the management of a trust
estate . . . ."

67 Supra, footnote 34, at p . 235 (Ch .), 110-111 (All E.R.) .
11 In Re Chapman's Settlement Trusts ; In,Re Blackwell's Settlement

Trusts, supra, footnote 6 .
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tion has arisen in regard to the property . . . creating what may
be fairly called an 'emergency. . . . . The power or jurisdiction
does not, in our view, extend to changes or re-arrangements of the
beneficial interests inter se under the trust, as distinct from re-
arrangements or reconstructions of the trust property itself"."

We now turn to the two factors whose existence as limitations
on the jurisdiction has not yet been specifically recognized by the
courts . Firstly, it may be that in so far as the courts may act to
vary administrative provisions of a trust, they are confined to au-
thorizing a specific deviation as opposed to any re-writing of the
trust instrument . Thejudgment of Romer, L.J. in In Re New" can
be taken as an indication that this was how he regarded the juris-
diction and the nature of the order made by the court supports
this conclusion ; for, it will be remembered, while the trustees were
permitted to take the unauthorized investments, their holding
them was to be reviewed at the end of a year. It may be implied
then that thejurisdiction is envisaged as being limited to permitting
a specific deviation to combat a specific emergency. If this be so
it affords no assistance to the beneficiary who is searching to pro-
cure an actual re-writing of his trust instrument, and this result
would be quite consistent with the conception of the jurisdiction
as a reluctantly granted exception to the general rule against
variation . On the other hand it may well be that the only legiti-
mate inference from 171 Re New is that the courts will not travel
further outside the terms of' the trust instrument than dealing with
the emergency requires . Given a situation which could only be
-remedied by a re-writing of some of the administrative terms, per-
haps the courts would not hesitate to do so ; but it is significant
that this has not yet been done .

It probably also is the case that if the settlor, having foreseen
the possibility of the situation which created the emergency de-
veloping, either made no or inadequate provision for it, then the
emergency jurisdiction may not be invoked. Again there is no dir-
ect authority, but Romer L.J . in In Re New" and Evershed M.R.

69 Ibid., at pp . 235 (Ch .), 111 (All E.R .) . When the Chapman case was
appealed to the House of Lords, this point was not specifically dealt
with, but it may be implied that the view expressed by the Court of Ap-
peal was taken as correct : see Lord Simonds, supra, footnote 2, at pp .
445 (A.C .), 802 (All E.R .) ; Lord Morton, ibid., at pp . 456 (A.C .), 810
(All E.R .), where he described the maintenance jurisdiction as the only
exception to the rule against re-writing beneficial interests .

70 Supra, footnote 51 .
71 Ibid., at pp . 545 (Ch .), 768 (All E.R . Rep.) . Romer L.J . there stated

that the situation creating the emergency "may reasonably be supposed
to be one not foreseen or anticipated by the author of the trust" .
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in In Re Downshire Settled Estates 72 both stated that generally it
was to be expected that the settlor would not have foreseen the
emergency which had developed; though neither judge specifi-
cally made this a necessary element in the exercise of the juris-
diction. But remembering again the extraordinary nature of the
jurisdiction and the premise that the expressed intent of the settlor
inimical though it may be to the interests of the beneficiaries, must
prevail, it is a logical conclusion and one which, it is suggested,
the courts would probably accept." It would then follow that al-
though the facts of the case clearly disclosed an emergency, the
court could not act to help the beneficiaries.

If the courts should in fact adopt this position one possible
"loophole" is in the finding of fact that the settlor did foresee the
circumstances in which the court is asked to act. If the trust in-
strument clearly indicates that the effect of the specific situation
was foreseen and appreciated in full by the settlor and provision
made to deal with it the court is probably powerless. But it would
be unusual for a trust instrument to be so specific. If the court
does in fact find that the settlor did foresee the emergency or the
type of emergency which has arisen, and that he has not, in its
opinion, made adequate provision for it, it could be found as a
further fact that he did not really foresee the full consequences or
danger of the emergency and this then might open the door for
judicial intervention . If the trust instrument discloses no attempt
to deal with the emergency, it is easy to draw the conclusion that
the settlor did not foresee it . It may be, therefore, that even if the
courts do apply this "foresight" rule it will not really represent too
great a restriction on the jurisdiction .
We now come to the fifth point requiring discussion and the

one which, it is suggested, ought to be discounted . It may often
happen that the course of action which the court is asked to sanc
tion has been expressly or impliedly prohibited in the trust instru-
ment . If the prohibition be implied this appears to impose no re-
striction on the court. Thus in In Re New,74 where the terms of the
investment clause impliedly ruled out the investments the court
was asked to authorize, this was not considered as being of any
importance once it was established an emergency existed. ®n the
other hand if there be an express prohibition, the courts might be

72 Supra, footnote 34, at pp . 234 (Ch.), 110 (All E.R.). Lord Evershed
M.R . said the court could act in an emergency "particularly [in] a situa-
tion not originally foreseen"

72 This rule is in fact clearly reçognized in the United States : see e.g.
Pennington v . Metropolitan Museum of Art, supra, footnote 53 .

74 Supra, footnote 51 .
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more reluctant to act. There is no English or Canadian authority
in point, but in the United States, where on the whole the courts
are much more attentive to the intent of the settlor, such an ex-
press prohibition has not prevented an exercise of the jurisdiction.75
One United States court has put the matter as follows : "AAhough
the settlor has expressly forbidden the course of action to be pur-
sued, the judicial theory is that he would not have forbidden it but
on the contrary would have authorized it, had he envisioned the
eventual circumstances." 76 It will be noticed that this dictum as-
sumes that the settlor has not foreseen the emergency . Given this
assumption, this approach appears sound. If in an emergency the
court is going to take it upon itself to deviate from the terms of a
trust, ipso facto any prohibition, express or implied, being merely
another term of the trust, is liable to be ignored .

To summarize the position, the emergency jurisdiction will
only operate in a situation which demands action to preserve the
trust intact . It is further restricted to dealings with the admin-
istrative provisions of a trust and cannot be used to change bene-
ficial interests. Moreover probably only a specific deviation as
opposed to any re-writing of the trust terms can be authorized
by the courts, though a better way of expressing this may be to
say that the courts will not go further than is necessary to meet
the emergency and generally this merely involves a single devia-
tion . A further limitation is that if the settlor has foreseen the
difficulty with which the court is asked to deal and he has ignored
-or inadequately provided for it, then the court is powerless to act.
On the other hand a general prohibition in the trust instrument
against the specific course of action the court is asked to approve
will not prevent the court from acting, provided the other prere-
quisites for the exercise of the jurisdiction are satisfied . It is, then,
a much restricted jurisdiction, operating within a narrow sphere.
So far as is possible it retains inviolate the intent of the settlor
and certainly affords no assistance to the beneficiary who is seek-
ing what would be for him a more advantageous application of
the trust property .
D. Maintenance.

(i) Nature of Mejurisdiction.
1b See the leading New York decision In Re Pulitzer's Estate (1931),

249 N.Y.S . 87, aff'd (1932), 237 App. Div . 260, 260 N.Y . 975 .
71 Lambertville National Bank v . Bumster (1948), 141 N.J . Eq . 396, at

p . 399, 57 A. 2d 525, at p . 527 . Among the authorities referred to in this
case are In Re New, supra, footnote 51 and In Re Tollemache, supra, foot-
note 59.
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In Chapman v. Chapman" Lord Morton stated that the "main-
tenance jurisdiction" was the "only real exception" to the rule
that the court could not alter the beneficial interests under a trust.
In the exercise of this jurisdiction the courts may appropriate in-
come, directed by the settlor to be accumulated or used to pay
debts, for the benefit of beneficiaries whose interests may range
from a life tenancy to that of a vested but defeasible absolute in-
terest." The result is to give to a beneficiary property to which
he should either never be, or at least is not immediately, entitled .
To apply for the benefit of a life tenant income which was to be
accumulated is to take it from the ultimate absolute owner and
give it to someone who by the terms of the trust could never get
it ; to pay such income to the owner of a contingent absolute in-
terest is to permit him to enjoy property to which he is only rightly
entitled if the contingency is satisfied.

The generally accepted rationale of this extraordinary doctrine
is that the court is carrying out a presumed intent on the part of
the settlor that the beneficiaries should not only not starve, but
that they should also be properly maintained while awaiting the
bounty he has provided for them . Havelock v. HaveloCk,79 the
leading English case, is a good illustration of the judicial approach .
The testator there gave property to trustees, directing that the in-
come should be accumulated for a period of twenty one years, and
that the property should then be held for H for life, for his eldest
son for life and on his death to his first and every son in tail male,
with similar trusts for the second son and further limitations over .
The two sons sought payment out of the income in order that they
might educate themselves for the position to which their interests
under the trust would eventually entitle them . Their father, it was
alleged, had not the means to provide such an education. The
court granted the application, Malins V. C. stating: "I believe it
would have been the intention of the testator if his attention was
called to the facts to have done what I am about to do." 10 This

77 Supra, footnote 2, at pp . 456 (A.C .), 810 (All E.R .) .
78 England : Revel v. Watkinson (1748), 1 Ves . Sen. 93 (Lord Hard-

wicke L.C .) ; Greenwell v . Greenwell (1800), 5 Ves . 194 (Lord Loughborough
L.C.) ; Havelock v . Havelock (1800), 17 Ch.D . 807 (Ch.D .) ; In Re Collins
(1886), 32 Ch.D . 229 (Ch.D .) ; In Re Walker, [1901] 1 Ch. 879 (Ch.D.).
Canada : Re Wright, supra, footnote 3 . Re McCallum (1956), 2 D.L.R .
(2d) 618 (Ont . H.C .) was decided on the basis of the maintenance juris-
diction . There was, however, no trust in the case and perhaps it is rather
an examl)le of the analogous jurisdiction to award maintenance out of a
direct gift. Contra : Re Waddell (1902), 34 N.S.R . 435 (S.C .) .

79 Ibid.

	

80 Ibid., at p . 813 . (Emphasis supplied) .
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case was followed in In Re Collins" and the latter case was speci-
fically approved in Chapman v . Chapinan . 82
A second explanation of the basis of the jurisdiction is to be

found in In Re Walker.13 There Farwell J ., having affirmed the
basic proposition that the court will not alter the terms of a will,
continued : "But in considering the true construction of the will it
is open to the court to ascertain if there be a paramount intent in
the will and if so to consider whether particular directions are
properly to be read as subordinate to such paramount intention
or are to be treated as imperative positive provisions." 84 In the
case before him Farwell J. was able to find a paramount intention
that the trust estate be adequately maintained and the infant
tenant in tail appropriately educated . This intention overrode a
direction for accumulation and so income was made available for
those two purposes . The learned judge purported to explain two
earlier cases on this "construction" basis, but it is suggested that
they were in fact decided on the grounds of presumed intent . 81 It
might be more palatable if it could be said that all that was being
done in these cases was the carrying out of the intent of the settlor
as found on the straightforward interpretation of the trust instru-
ment. It is, however, more accurate to admit that the court is
really doing what it thinks the settlor ought to have done . 16 More-
over Farwell's J . theory leads us unnecessarily into the realm of
fiction and on the whole the explanation of the maintenance juris-
diction on the ground of presumed intent is the one to be preferred .

(ii) The scope of the jurisdiction .
The scope of the jurisdiction is limited in three ways. The first
11 Supra, footnote 78 .
81 By Lord Morton : supra, footnote 2, at pp . 455-456 (A.C.)~

	

810
(Alt E.R.) . Lord Morton quoted a passage from the judgment of Pearson
J . in In Re Collins, ibid., in which that learned judge laid some emphasis
on the fact that the testator was making provision for a family. This
point was relied on in Havelock v . Havelock, supra, footnote 78 . It is
thought that the fact that provision is being made for a family makes it
easier for the court to find the presumed intent . There is nothing in any
of the cases which would suggest it is a necessary prerequisite to the ex-
ercise of the jurisdiction .

83 Supra, footnote 79 .

	

84 Ibid., at p . 885 .
81 The cases referred to were Revel v. Watkinson, and In Re Collins,

supra, footnote 78 . Thelattercase wehave aIreadyreferred to, supra; itisclear
that Revel v . Watkinson was decided on the grounds of "presumed intent" .

81 Cf.- (i) Revel v . Watkinson, ibid., where Lord Hardwicke said : "The
court will not in favour of a remainderman, suffer all the surplus profits
to be exhausted to discharge the interest in exoneration of the estate and
leave the daughter and heir at law to starve" (Emphasis added) ; (ii) Have-
lock v . Havelock, and In Re Collins, supra, footnote 78, where the court
emphasized its dislike of accumulations, a factor which was of some im-
portance .
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of these may be referred to as the "content" of the intent imputed
to the settlor. It is presumed that, pending the vesting in possession
ofthe interests of the beneficiaries, he did not intend them to starve
and further that he intended they should be maintained in a posi-
tion appropriate to their expectations under the trust." If a bene-
ficiary seeks to invoke the jurisdiction on the ground of starvation,
this . should not cause too great difficulty from the standpoint of
assessing the validity of his allegations; the judicial attitude to a,
plea of inappropriate maintenance, a more difficult matter to judge,
can be best illustrated by a reference to Havelock v. Havelock's
and the Canadian case of Re Wright."

In the first9l of these cases the'father of the two brothers, on
whose behalf an application for maintenance out of accumulated
income was made, was a Major-General and a Member of Parlia
ment, a man of moderate but not unsubstantial means. There was
certainly nothing in the nature of starvation or similar emergency
facing his two sons. However, they were prospective life tenants of
an estate worth ten thousand pounds a year and he could not
maintain them to that level. The court had no hesitation in award-
ing them maintenance appropriate to their expectations ; indeed,
having been allowed two thousand seven hundred pounds per year
they were left at liberty to apply for more.

In In Re Wright" the testator left a net estate of $4,000,000.00
to trustees to pay out of the income for a period of twenty-one
years after his death $150.00 per quarter to those of the "main
beneficiaries" who should be under twenty~five and $300.00 per
quarter to those over that age, the surplus income to be accumu-
lated. The main beneficiaries were the sister of the testator, three
of her four children and all the lineal descendants of these children
living at the testator's death or born before the final distribution
of the estate . At the end of the twenty-one year period the income
of the property was to be divided among the main beneficiaries
during their respective lives, those over twenty-five ta

,
king double

the income of those under that age. In addition each beneficiary
was to receive out of capital the sum of $10,000.00 on attaining

87 "The authorities indicate that in the past maintenance has been de-
creed either on the basis of necessity in the literal sense [the starvation
cases such as Revel v . Watkinson, ibid. and Greenwell v. Greenwell, stipra,
footnote 78] or to provide such maintenance and education for those who
will probably benefit so as to enable these persons to assume properly
and intelligently the position intended for them" : Re Wright, supra,
footnote 3, at pp. 762 (O.R.), 220 (D.L.R.) .

89 Supra, footnote 78 .

	

89 Supra, footnote 3 .
11 See supra for a complete statement of the facts.
11 Supra, footnote 3 .
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the ages of twenty-five, thirty, thirty-five and fifty and the sum of
$5,000.00 in attaining the ages of forty and forty-five . Twenty-one
years after the death of the last survivor of the main beneficiaries
born before the testator's death or if and when the last survivor
of the main beneficiaries should have died, whichever should hap-
pen first, the capital was to be distributed equally among the main
beneficiaries then living, with the remainder over to the Salvation
Army, Toronto.

At the testator's death there were fifteen beneficiaries, whose
ages then ranged from seventy-one to one approximately . An ap-
plication was made on their behalf to have their income trebled
during the twenty-one year period of accumulation . None of the
beneficiaries could plead necessity and so they based their suit on
the fact that they had not sufficient funds to maintain themselves in
a manner appropriate to their expectations under the trust . Gale J.
estimated that the ultimate distribution of the capital would not
take place for about ninety years. Because of their ages at the death
of the testator, the sister and her three children had no chance of
sharing in this distribution.12 As for the income of the trust fund
after the twenty-one year period of accumulation they would share
it only for a very short period, if indeed they lived to receive any
of it at all . It was thus extremely doubtful if they would receive
any of these benefits from the trust and the court could not there-
fore grant them maintenance to prepare them for a financial status
they would never attain . In any event, they were entitled to share
immediately in the various interim capital payments" and after
the twenty-one year period of accumulation would each receive
for life an estimated annual income of $16,500.00 each . The trust,
therefore, did adequately provide for them, even if they did share
in the distribution of the total income or of the capital. This latter
reasoning applied also, Gale J. decided, to all other beneficiaries
over twenty-five, and so there only remained those under that age.
Having looked at their financial poSition,94 the learned judge de-

92 At the time of the hearing two years after the death of the testator,
the sister was aged seventy-five and her three children forty-nine, forty-six
and forty-three . They were therefore approximately seventy-one, forty-
seven, forty-four and forty-one respectively at his death .

93 It should be stated that the will provided that each main beneficiary
(with exception of the testator's sister) who survived the testator and was
then over twenty-five, was to receive one lump sum representing all capi-
Lal payments to which they would have been entitled if the testator had
died just before their twenty-fifth birthday . At the date of the testator's
death his sister was seventy-one . She was therefore prima facie entitled
to $50,000.00 but it was directed it should be held in trust to pay her the
income for life . All these directions had been carried out.

91 The beneficiaries under twenty-five could be divided into three groups,
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cided they did need funds for maintenance and education and he
increased their quarterly payments from $150.00 to $450.00; but
added the proviso that his order was effective only until they reach-
ed the age of twenty-five when, as he had held, the trust itself
would adequately provide for them .

Two aspects of the case are worthy of comment. In the first
place it indicates that the courts are not going to award mainten-
ance to beneficiaries who are no more than theoretical successors
to benefits under the trust. To the extent that an application is
based on the need for maintenance commensurate with future ex-
pectations, this approach is clearly sound ; if the expectations are
non-existent, so is the need . Secondly, the case provides something
of a contrast with the English cases with respect to the amount of
the award made . In the case of the beneficiaries under twenty-five
at least, could it not have been argued that $1,800.00 per annum
allowed by the court was rather small for someone entitled to
capital payments of $50,000.00 between the ages of twenty-five
and fifty, an estimated annual income of $16,500.00 at the end of
the twenty-one year period of accumulation and an ultimate
share of an estate of approximately $4,000,000.00. Certainly on a
relative basis the beneficiaries in some of the English cases have
done much better than this .91 Perhaps the proper implication is
that the Canadian courts are not going to be so generous in these
matters as have been those in England.

The jurisdiction is probably further restricted by the fact that,
as in the emergency cases, the court could not act if the settlor-
had foreseen the situation in which beneficiaries seek relief. The
point arose indirectly in Havelock v. Havelock." The court there
thought the direction for accumulation strange and explained it
on the ground that the settlor probably thought the father of the
two boys would be able to maintain them adequately ; this of
course was not the case . This lack of foresight was not specifi-
each group representing all the children of one of the three children of
the testator's sister . Group A : three children, family income over $9,500.00 ;
Group B : one child ; family income $17,400 .00 ; Group C: seven children
family income $8,100.00 . In making the award Gale 1. drew no distinction
between the differing financial conditions of the children . It might have
been contended that the one child forming Group B really did not need
any increase on what the testator had provided.

91 In Havelock v . Havelock, supra, footnote 78, the two boys received
E2,700 a year to maintain both of them; their prospective income if either
became life tenant of the trust was E10,000 a year. In In Re Walker,
supra, footnote 78 the prospective yearly income of the tenant in tail was
E14,000 . The court awarded altogether X4,000, E800 to be used for the
upkeep of the mansion house and grounds, X3,100 for the benefit of the
tenant in tail and X100 to enable him to subscribe to local charities!

11 Ibid.
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cally stated to be a necessary element of the jurisdiction, but was
used to support the finding of "presumed intent" . Conversely, if
it could have been shown that the settlor did foresee the need for
maintenance and still ordered an accumulation, it would have
been impossible to raise this intent. It would thus appear that if
the settlor foresees the need for maintenance and does nothing to
meet it, the court may not act.

A variation on this problem presented itself in Re Wright." In
that case the settlor had specifically provided for payments to the
beneficiaries during the period of the accumulation. Gale J. felt
free to increase this sum if he considered it inadequate and cited
two cases where this had been done ; in neither of them however
was the point argued or dealt with as a direct issue in the judg-
ments." In the analogous jurisdiction of allowing maintenance
out of interest on contingent legacies given by a parent to a child,
the rule is well established that maintenance will not be awarded
if the testator has made other provision for it . If the maintenance
so provided is thought inadequate, it is not settled whether the
court may increase it, though the balance of authority is against
this procedure." At least it can be said that the point is not as clear
as Gale J. took it to be . In Re Wright"I the fact that the settlor
had made some allowance to the beneficiaries suggests that he
had considered their position and then had made such provisions
as he thought appropriate. If the settlor has thus expressed his in-
tention, it is difficult to see how the court can raise a presumed
intent and on this basis alter what he has done."' On this ground
it can be strongly argued that maintenance should not have been
awarded.

So far, the matters we have considered have not represented
any great restriction on the jurisdiction . Generally the presumed
intent is easily found, and the courts have not been reluctant to
find inappropriate maintenance and then provide against it. The
really major limitation is that maintenance may be awarded only
out of income directed to be accumulated or to be used to pay

Supra, footnote 3 .
Josselyn v . Josselyn (1837), 9 Sim. 63 (Shadwell V.C .) ; In Re Walker,

supra, footnote 78 .
99 Compare May v . Potter (1877), 25 W.R. 507 (Ch.D.) with In Re

Colgan (1881), 19 Ch. D. 305 (Ch.D.) .
"I Supra, footnote 3 .
101 It might be slightly, though not appreciably easier, if one was to

proceed on the basis that the exercise of the jurisdiction was merely a
matter of construction . It is interesting to note that In Re Walker, supra,
footnote 78, on which Gale J . relied, was decided on this basis ; but as we
have said the point with which we are dealing was not considered .
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debts. Theoretically it is only a short step from there to the use of
income not specifically disposed of or earmarked for such uses
as the improvement of trust realty, but it is doubtful if even this
step may be taken. Lord Morton in Chapman V. ChapmanI" was
careful to state the doctrine in terms of income to be accumulated
or used to pay debts and it is probably to be taken that there is no
room for even the narrowest expansion by analogy.

The explanation of the rather anomalous nature of the juris-
diction lies to a large extent in the attitude of Lord Eldon. Before
his Chancellorship the courts were prepared to award mainten-
ance, particularly for infants, even though this involved re-arrang-
ing the terms of a trust or a will . There thus developed not only
the maintenance jurisdiction we are considering, but also the
practice of the courts in awarding maintenance out of interest on
contingent legacies."' Lord Eldon was highly critical of these
doctrines and the case of Ex Parte KeebleI04 is a good illustration
of his stand. In that case the residue of an estate was left to five
infants, payable at twenty-one with a right of survivorship among
them if any should die under that age, and if none should reach
twenty-one, then to their sister . Lord Eldon refused to allow main-
tenance out of income which had been ordered to be accumulated .
His reason was that to give to the five children any of the income
would be to give them property which might never belong to them.
If maintenance was awarded and all the children died under
twenty-one they would have had the benefit of property which
rightly belonged to their sister . There was thus the possibility that
awarding maintenance "would in effect give for the maintenance

,of one person the property of another" . 101
This principle was completely at odds with the maintenance

jurisdiction . In the course of the -nineteenth century Lord Eldon's
ideas became firmly established to the extent that the courts as a
general rule adhered rigidly to the terms of a

will
or trust. The

maintenance jurisdiction was one of the few doctrines to survive
this hardening of attitude and it was preserved, or indeed res-

102 Supra, footnote 2, at pp . 451, 455 (A.C .), 810 (All E.R.) .
103 Normally contingent legacies do not carry interest . To this rule

there are three exceptions and in these three cases the courts may allow
interest for the maintenance of (mainly infant) legatees . There are a multi
tude of cases on this rather complicated subject . For a general summary,
with particular reference to gifts by testators in loco parentis see In Re
Jones, [19321 1 Ch . 642 (Ch.D .) .

104 (1805), 11 Ves. 604 . See also : Lomax v . Lomax (I805)~ 11 Ves . 48 ;
Errat v . Barlow (1807), 14 Ves . 202 ; Marshall v . Holloway (1818), 2 Swans.
432 .

105 Marshall v . Holloway, ibid, at p . 436 .
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urrected largely by the decision in Havelock v. Havelock.'"
Even then it only operated within the narrow sphere of allowing
income out of accumulated income or income which was to be
used to pay debts."' It has no capacity for expansion.

E . Conclusions .
With respect to the inherent jurisdiction, the basic rule is that

the courts have no power to authorize any variation of the terms
of a trust, even though this be approved by all adult beneficiaries
and would be clearly beneficial to infants and other beneficiaries
not capable of assenting on their own behalf to any changes. To
this rule there are two exceptions . Under the emergency jurisdic-
tion, the courts may authorize a deviation from the administrative
terms of a trust if it is shown that an emergency, unanticipated by
the settlor, is threatening the very existence of the trust. In the
exercise of the maintenance jurisdiction the court may, out of in-
come directed to be accumulated or to be used to pay debts, dir-
ect payments to be made to beneficiaries who will eventually re-
ceive some benefit under the trust if they are in need of money to
prevent them from starving or to maintain themselves in a manner
appropriate to their expectations under the trust . The conversion
and the compromise jurisdictions are not to be regarded as ex-
ceptions to the general rule, but are of importance in so far as their
exercise might incidentally vary the terms of a trust.

The inherent jurisdiction does not, therefore, afford any as-
sistance to beneficiaries who wish to re-arrange their trust so as
to ensure themselves greater benefits from it . They are at the mercy
of the settlor, and, given that the trust provisions are not illegal
or impossible, the courts, but for the two rather narrow exceptions,
will enforce them to the full, even though this does not afford
maximum benefit to the beneficiaries and indeed even if it proves
detrimental to them.

11 . Legislation Prior to 1958.
Before 1958, the legislation on variation of trusts could be divided
into two categories. Some statutes, or, to be more accurate, sec-
tions of statutes, dealt with specific problems which the courts, in

106 Supra, footnote 78 .
107 In effect one could say the awarding of maintenance out of accumu-

lations for the only case to allow it out of income directed to be used to
pay debts was Revel v. Watkinson, supra, footnote 78 . The jurisdiction
is then to some extent understandable if it is looked upon as an attack on
accumulations, something the courts traditionally dislike .
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the exercise of the inherent jurisdiction, had not been able to re-
solve in a satisfactory fashion. Generally the effect of this legis-
lation was to permit variation of the administrative provisions of
a trust on the ground of benefit to the trust rather than emergency .
Thus, many jurisdictions had legislation dealing with difficulties
arising from company re-organizations' 01 , or allowing the use of
capital for improvements on a basis not permitted by the salvage
jurisdiction;"' and in some Canadian provinces, the court was
given powers to authorize the variation of trust investments."'
But in addition to this type of legislation"' some attempts were
made to deal on a more general level with the whole question of
variation. This legislation can be dealt with under three headings :
A. Section 57, Trustee .Act, 1925 and the equivalent Canadian
statutes ; B . Section 64, Settled Land Act, 1925 ; C. Section 53,
Trustee Act, 1925 .

A. Section 57, Trustee Act, 1925 and its Canadian Counterparts.
Section 57 of the Trustee Act, 1925 reads as follows :
(1) Where in the management or administration of any property vest-
ed in trustees, any sale, lease, mortgage, surrender, release or other
disposition, or any purchase investment, acquisition, expenditure, or
other transaction, is in the opinion of the court expedient, but the
same cannot'b~e effected by reason of the absence of any power for
that purpose vested'in the trustees by the trust instrument, if any, or
by law, the court may by order confer upon ihe trustees, either gen-
erally or in any particular instance, the necessary power for the pur-
pose ; on such terms, and subject to such provisions and conditions, if
any, as the court may think fit and may direct in what manner any
money authorised to be expended, and the costs of any transaction,
are to be paid or borne as between capital and income .
(2) The court may, from time to time, rescind or vary any order made
under this section, or may make any new or further order .

101 England : Trustee Act~ 1925, 15 & 16 Geo. 5, c . 19, s . 10(3) and (4) ;
B.C . : Trustee Act, R.S.B.C., 1960, c. 390, s . 22 ; Man . : Trustee Act,
R.S.M., 1954, c . 273, s . 63(6), (7) and (8) ; N.S . : Trustee Act, R.S.N.S .,
1954, c . 301(as am. S.N.S ., 1957, c. 54, s . 3), s . 7D . The English and Mani-
toba legislation also enables trustees to exercise any preferential right to
subscribe for shares offered in respect of any investments held by them .
Alberta has legislation to this effect also : Trustee Act, R.S.A., 1955, c .
346, s . 8 .

101 England : Settled Land Act, 1925, 15 & 16 Geo . 5, c . 18, ss . 83 and
84 ; R.C . : Settled Estates Act, R.S.B.C., 1960, c . 351, s . 16 ; Trustee Act
ibid., s . 11 ; Ont . : Settled Estates, R.S.O ., 1960, c. 369, s . 13 et seq . See
also Trustee Act, R.S.P.E.I., 1951, c . 167 (as am. S.P.E .I ., 1963, c . 33, s .
1), s . 2A(l) .

110 B.C . : Trustee Act, ibid., s . 17 ; N.S . : Trustee Act, supra, footnote
108, s . 6 ; Ont : Trustee Act, R.S.O ., 1960, c . 408, s . 27 .

"'It should be noted that this is not intended as a complete listing of
this type of legislation .
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(3) An application to the court under this section may be made by
the trustees, or by any of them, or by any person beneficially interest-
ed under the trust.
(4) This section does not apply to trustees of a settlement for the pur-
poses of the Settled Land Act, 1925 .

With only minor differences, which do not affect the substance
of the legislation, section 17 (1), (2) and (3) of the Alberta Trustee
Act"' and section 47(l), (2) and (3) of the Nova Scotia Trustee
Act"' reproduce section 57(l), (2) and (3). Until 1956 section
54(l), (2) and (3) of the Manitoba Trustee Act 114 was precisely the
same as the corresponding sub-sections of section 57, but in that
year section 54 was amended."' The effect of the change will be
considered after the original scope of the jurisdiction has been
dealt with."' New Brunswick, in section 29 of the Trustee Act,"'
adopted only sub-section (1) of section 57, but the omission of
sub-sections (2) and (3) is not really of major importance."' None
of the four provinces have adopted sub-section (4) of section 57 .
This is explicable on the ground that the sub-section is related to
English legislation of which there is no Canadian equivalent ; the
significance of the sub-section will be discussed below. However,
apart from this, and with reservations for the moment about the
effect of the Manitoba amendment, we can safely proceed upon
the basis that the Canadian legislation is in substance identical
to that in England. In what follows, a reference to section 57 can
be taken as encompassing the various Canadian sections .

The effect of section 57 has been to expand the emergency
jurisdiction into what may be called an "expediency" jurisdiction .
Lord Evershed M.R., speaking for the majority of the Court of
Appeal in In Re Downshire Settled Estates' 19 stated the general
nature of the power given to the court in the following terms :

In our judgment, the object of S . 57 was to ensure that trust property
should be managed as advantageously as possible in the interests of

"I Sapra, footnote 108 .
"I Ibid.

	

114 Ibid .
"I An Act to Amend the Trustee Act, S.M., 1956, c . 68, s. 1 .
116 Infra .

	

117 R.S.N.B ., 1952, c . 239 .
118 Of the two sub-sections, sub-section (2) is the more important .

However even under the provisions of sub-section (1) a court could justi-
fy the rescission or variation of an order made under the section .

119 Supra, footnote 34, at pp . 248 (Ch.), 119 (All E.R .) . See also Re
D's Settled Estates, [1952] 2 All E.R. 603, at p . 607 (Ch.D.) ; Municipal
and General Securities v . Lloyd's Bank, [1950] Ch . 212, at p. 223, [19491
2 All E.R . 937, at p . 944 (Ch.D.) ; In Re Forster's Settlement, [1954] 1
W.L.R . 1450, [1954] 3 All E.R. 714 (Ch.D.) . Denning L.J . in his dissent-
ing judgment in the Downshire case dealt only with the inherent juris-
diction, as did the House of Lords in Chapman v. Chapman, supra, foot-
note 2.
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the beneficiaries, and, with that object in view, to authorize specific
dealings with the property which the court might have been unable
to sanction, either because no actual "emergency" had arisen or be-
cause of inability to show that the position which called for interven-
tion was one which the creator of the trust could not have reasonably
foreseen ; but it was not part of the legislative aim to disturb the rule
that the court will not re-write a trust, or to add to such exceptions to
that rule as had already found their way into the inherent jurisdiction .

This dictum indicates two major differences between this statutory
and the inherent jurisdiction : (a) section 57 operates on the basis
of advantage to the beneficiaries and not emergency and (b) under
section 57 -the foresight of the settlor is immaterial . ®n the other
hand the two jurisdictions are alike in that they are confined to
matters affecting administrative provisions .

The two diffèrences between the jurisdictions reflect the general
purpose which Lord Evershed M.R . attributed to the section. The
rendering of the foresight of the settlor immaterial perhaps re-
moves a minor irritant rather than a major obstacle, for, as we
have seen, 12 o if a court wished to exercise the emergency jurisdic-
tion generally its effect as a restricting factor could be avoided.
Nonetheless the way is now open for the court to ignore a specific
provision made by the settlor, and, in a situation he clearly foresaw,
authorize a contrary course of action because it would bring
greater benefit to the beneficiaries.

However, the key to the carrying out of the general purpose
of the section is that the court may act on the basis of expediency
rather than emergency. The first extensive consideration of the
nature of expediency is to be found in In Re Craven."' In that case
a residuary estate was held in trust, as to one moiety to apply the
income on protective trusts for the benefit of a son of the testator
for life, remainder to the son's children who being male should
reach the age of twenty-one, or being female should reach that age
or marry under it, with remainders over. A clause in the will au-
thorized advances out of capital to the son, but only for four
specified purposes . It was held that an advance to enable him to
establish himself as an underwriter at Lloyd's did not fall within
the terms of the clause and it was sought to obtain an advance for
that purpose under section 57 . Farwell J. refused to empower the
trustees to make it . In determining the expediency of the proposed
transaction the interests of all the beneficiaries had to be consider-
ed .

The word "expedient" there quite clearly means expedient for the
120 Supra.

	

121 119371 Ch. 431 (Ch.I3 .) .
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trust as a whole. It cannot mean that however expedient it may be for
one beneficiary, if it is inexpedient from the point of view of the other
beneficiaries, the court ought to sanction the transaction. In order that
the matter may be one which is in the opinion of the court expedient,
it must be expedient for the trust as a whole.122

In the instant case the advance would have been expedient for the
life tenant, andperhaps also for his family, but could not have been
considered to be in the interests of the ultimate remaindermen . Al-
though the courts have not been over articulate on the matter
subsequent cases have generally followed the line of approach
adopted by Farwell J.111

None of the cases dealing with section 57 have attempted to
formulate any general test of expediency ; and this is perhaps in-
evitable for what is and what is not expedient is very much a
matter of individual circumstance . Nonetheless one case, Munic&
pal and General Securities Co. Ltd. v. Lloyds Bank Ltd.,"' may be
questioned on the general ground that it regarded expediency
solely in a negative light and did not pay sufficient regard to its
positive aspects. In that case companies whose shares formed part
of the trust corpus were nationalized and the trust received stocks
in the nationalized concerns in substitution for the original trust
securities . A summons under section 57 asked the court to empower
the trustees to sell these stocks. Wynn-Parry J. refused this ap-
plication, pointing out that :

. . . the compensation stock has become part of the portfolio of the
trust deed and is to be regarded substantially speaking as being for all
purposes part of the unit, and that there is no real difficulty or inconven-
ience likely to be encountered in giving effect to that policy . In these
circumstances a case is not made out to my satisfaction that it is ex-
pedient that any of the stocks should be sold. 125

To some extent this decision is based on "emergency" principles,
for it would confine section 57 to rescuing the trust if it ran into
difficulties, but would not enable it to be administered on a more
advantageous basis; yet surely expediency encompasses both these

122 Ibid., at p . 4 36 .
12-3 Two cases, In Be Mair, [1935] Ch . 562, [1935] All E.R. Rep. 736

(Ch.D .) and In Re Salting, [1932] 2 Ch . 57,[19321 All E.R. Rep . 857 (Ch.D .),
are to be regarded with some suspicion. In both cases life tenants were
permitted use of part of the corpus . Provision was made by way of in-
surance for repayment of the money advanced and apparently Lord
Evershed M.R. would have been satisfied with the decisions had protec-
tion also been accorded to beneficiaries under a possible discretionary
trust : supra, footnote 34, at pp . 250 (Ch .), 120 (All E.R .) .But should the
advances have been made in the first place? Surely the answer is no for
they were expedient only for the life tenant and not for the trust as a whole .

121 Supra, footnote 119.
125 Ibid., at pp . 225 (Ch .), 945-946 (All E.R .) .
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objects'. In exercising its jurisdiction under the section, the - -court
should not only consider if the circumstances of the case are.caus-
ing "difficulty or inconvenience", but also whether to allow the
proposed course of action would positively enhance the benefits
flowing to the beneficiaries .

There are two further differences between the emergency jur-
isdiction and that under section 57 to which Lord Evershed M.R.
did not have occasion to refer. The first concerns the "types"
of trust to which section 57 is applicable-does it apply to trusts
of both realty and personalty and to both private and charitable
trusts? In England a most important contrast is that section 57
covers only trusts of personalty. Subsection 4 provides that the
section does not apply to the trustees of a settlement for the pur-
poses of the'Settled Land Act, 1925. This contrast does not how-
ever extend . to Canada. As -we have seen, the Canadian provinces
have omitted this sub-section from their legislation . In New Bruns-
wick 121 and Nova Scotia 127 the Trustee Acts define property as
including realty and personalty, the Manitoba Act is made -ap-
plicable to all trusts, 121 and while there are no like aids to inter-
pretation of section -17 of the Alberta Act there would be no
reason for confining it to trusts of personalty . The matter there-
fore is beyond question.

-
.
within the ambit of theCharitable trusts are not, of course,

emergency jurisdiction, 121 but they ought, it is suggested, to fall
within the statutory powers of the court. In In .Re Harvey,110 it was
in fact assumed that this was so. However in In Re Royal Society's
Charitable Trusts,"' Vaisey J., on an application to consolidate
several charitable hinds of which the Royal Society was trustee,
held that he could not proceed under section 57, presumably on
the ground

,
that,charities were involved .132 But only three years

later Danckwerts J. in In Re Shipwrecked Fishermen and Mariners
Royal Benevolent Society"' took a different view of the matter . It
was conceded that section I (the investment section) of the Trustee
Act, 1925, applied to charity and the court saw no reason why
section 57 should not also apply. In Re Royal Society's Charitable

126 Supra, footnote 117, s. 1 (j) .

	

127 Supra, footnote 108, s . 1(k) .
"Is Ibid., s. 3 .
129 The cy-pres doctrine would apply to them.
130 (194113 All E.R. 284 (Ch.D .) . ,
131 [1956] Ch. 87, [195513 All EA. 14 (Ch.D.) .
132 At least this was the explanation of the decision which the learned

judge offered during the course of argument . in In Re Byng's Will Trusts,
[1959] 1 W.L.R . 379, at p . 381 (Ch.D.) .

a [1959] Ch. 220, [195913 All E.R. 465 (Ch.D.).
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Trusts'14 was explained on the ground that it had not fully con-
sidered the question . The Shipwrecked Fishermen case was follow-
ed in In Re Kolb's Will Trusts '35 where the court simply stated that
there was "no doubt" that the section covered charities . Thus the
balance of authority favours the view that the jurisdiction is ex-
ercisable in the case of charitable, as well as private trusts, and
this, it is submitted, is a sound conclusion. The wording of see-
iion 57 is certainly wide enough to cover charitable trusts"' and
from a policy standpoint there is every reason to accord them and,
it would seem, little reason to deny them the benefits of the sec-
tion .

The second further, though in this instance perhaps only
slight, difference between the emergency and statutory jurisdic-
tions is that the latter may not be exercised if adequate powers are
already vested in the trustees . The court may authorize a trans-
action only where "the same cannot be effected by reason of the
absence of any power for that purpose vested in the trustees by
the trust instrument, if any, or by law, . . " .111 The operation of
this proviso is neatly illustrated by In Re Pratt's Will Trusts."' In
that case an application was made to have a power of sale grant-
ed to the trustees, but as they already had such a power by virtue
of section l(i) of the Trustee Act, 1925, no order could be made
under section 57 . One English and one Canadian case appear to
have overlooked this aspect of the jurisdiction . In In Re Hope's
Will Trusts"' Eve J. authorized a sale under section 57, but, as
the point had been argued, said he was also prepared to consider
if the power was already vested in the trustees under section 130
of the Law Of Property Act, 1925 . In the Alberta case of Re De
Foras Estate'10 an executrix"' sought the advice and direction of
the court in compromising proceedings she had instituted on be-
half of the estate. Section 23 of the Alberta Trustee Act conferred
a power to compromise on an executor, but the court said that the

134 Supra, footnote 131 .
135 [19621 Ch . 531, at p . 539, [19611 3 All E.R . 811, at P . 815 (Ch.D.).
'as In Manitoba further support may be again gained from the fact

that the Trustee Act is expressed to apply to "all trusts", supra, footnote
108, s . 3 .

137 See s. 57, Trustee Act, 1925, supra, footnote 108 .
1 38 [19431 Ch . ^326, [19431 2 All E.R . 375 (Ch.D .) ; foll'd in Municipal

and General Securities Co . Ltd. v. Lloyds Bank, supra, footnote 119, at
pp . 224 (Ch .), 945 (All E.R.) . See also In Re Thomas, [1930] 1 Ch . 194, at
p . 198 (Ch.D .)

1 [192912 i'_h. 136, (19291 All E.R . Rep . 561 (Ch.D.) .
140 (1958), 26 W.W.R . 131 (Alta S.C. App . Div.) .
141 Who is also covered by provisions of the Alberta Trustee Act : see

supra, footnote 108, s. 2(a) .
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matter could be dealt with under that section or under section 17
of the Act (the equivalent of section 57 of the Trustee Act, 1925) .
In both the cases if by statute the trustees or the executrix had
ample powers to effect the transaction neither they nor the courts
had any alternative as to the course of action to be followed ; 142all other powers must be exhausted before resort is made to sec-
tion 57 . No like rule has ever been expressly laid down with respect
to the emergency jurisdiction, but it may probably be taken for
granted that, as a matter ofpractice, a court would.not exercise it if
the powers of the trustees are already adequate . 134t, in theory at
least, by relying on it, it is possible to avoid the (perhaps .difficult)
interpretation of the scope of the trustees' powers which must be
undertaken in proceedings under section 57.. It, should be added
however, that the court is not required to consider the possibility
of exercising the inherent jurisdiction before turning to section
57. In the latter case jurisdiction is denied the courts . only if there
are appropriate powers "vested" in the trustees . At, the date of
the application the -Powers which may be conferred under the
emergency jurisdiction are no more vested in the-.trustees than
are the powers which are granted under the section itself.

Of -the similarities between the emergency jurisdiction and that
under section 57 the most significant is that both . extend only to
dealings with the administrative provisions of a trust. The casesall agree that the operative phrase in this respect is "management
or administration of trust property", 141 but only one, In Re Down-
shire Settled Estates, 144 has discussed the matter in any detail . It
was there sought to re-write the terms of the trusts involved so as
to extinguish two life interests and a clause providing fq.~.the~cpm-
mon maintenance ofthe beneficiaries at the discretion ofthe, ~Fustees .
It was argued that "management" and "administration", being
separated by the disjunctive "or", should be taken as having'sepa-
rate and individual meanings . Management, it wag contended,
covered the general care and control by trustees of property of
which, so far as legal title goes, they are the legal owners ; an act
of management would therefore be referable to that ownership-
for example, the purchase or sale of a trust investment . Adminis-,

142 In effect, in In Re Hope's Will Trusts, supra footnote 139, the court
decided the trustees had no power to carry the sale ; in result, there was,
no violation of section 57 . In Re De Foras Estate, supra, -footnote 140, it
appears the executrix did have a statutory power to compromise .

141 Re Craven, supra, footnote 121, at p. 436 ; Munic(fial and General
Securities Co . Ltd. v . Lloyd's Bank, supra, footnote 119 ; at pp . 223 (Ch.)
944, (All E.R.) ; In Re Downshire Settled Estates, supr&, ~footnote 34, at
pp . 251-252 (Ch .), 121 (All E.R.) .

144 Ibid.
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tration, it was argued, covered all the activities of a trustee which
derive from the fiduciary position he holds ; for example the pay-
ment of income to beneficiaries or the execution of a discretionary
trust. The court rejected this argument, for, it stated, if the con-
text was considered it was seen that what was subject to "manage-
ment or administration", was trust property, and "in our opinion
'trust property' cannot, by any legitimate stretch of the language,
include equitable interests which a settlor has created in that
property" . 141 The principle was thus established that section 57
does not permit the variation of beneficial interests, and, generally
speaking, the cases both before and after In Re Downshire Settled
Estates 141 have respected this rule ."'

But if it is restricted to dealings with administrative provisions,
the jurisdiction, should, it is submitted, permit them to be entirely
or partially re-written as well as covering single specific deviations .
It will be remembered that this matter was never really decided
under the emergency jurisdiction 1411 and it has been a matter of con-
troversy under section 57. In England and in all the provinces which
have legislation equivalent to section 57 the problem has been made
less acute by the enactment of the new variation of trusts legisla-
tion 1-19 and in Manitoba it may also have been resolved by the
amendment to section 54 of the Trustee Act."' The issue was first
raised in In Re Shipwrecked Fishermen and Mariners Benevolent
Society 151 on an application to extend the investment powers of
the Society. Danckwerts J. thought he had jurisdiction to authorize
a new clause by way of scheme or under section 57 and in the end
made art order under the latter provision. He had no doubts about
the statutory jurisdiction .

The word "investment" is plainly there, so that there seems to be no
doubt that the court can authorize the investment by the corporation
in a particular fund on a particular occasion . I also find in the sub-
section that the court may confer upon the trustees the power generally

W Ibid., at pp . 247 (Ch.), 118 (All E.R.) .
146 Ibid.
147 There are, however, three instances where orders of dubious validity

have been made . It is doubtful if the orders in In Re Salting, supra, foot-
note 123 and In Re Mair, supra, footnote 123 allowing the life tenants
advances out of corpus, were justified : see the comments of Lord Ever-
shed M.R . in Re Downshire Settled Estate, ibid., at pp . 248 et seq. (Ch .),
119 et seq. (All E.R .) . In In Re Forster's Settlement, supra, footnote 119,
Harman J. had grave doubts as to whether he had the power in that case
to act under section 57, but was more or less obliged to do so because
earlier rather dubious orders made under the section contributed to the
dilemma before the court.

141 See supra.

	

"I See infra.
I'll See i0ra.

	

"I Supra, footnote 133 .
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and therefore I cannot see why the court may not, under this power
conferred upon the court by the Act, give a general power to invest . 112

In two subsequent cases, in both of which it was again sought to
widen investment clauses, doubts were cast on this conclusion .
In In Re Coate's Will Trusts"' Harman J. expressed some uncer-
tainty on the point and eventually avoided the difficulty by dealing
with the case before him under the Variation of Trusts Act 1958 .
In In Re Byng's Will Trusts 154 counsel sought a direction as to
whether they should proceed under section 57 or the 1958 Act.
Vaisey J. thought either way would have been satisfactory, but
decided it was probably safer to act under the 1958 Act, no doubt
having in mind, though he did not make this -explicit, the views
expressed by Harman J. It is difficult to see on what grounds the
views of Danckwerts J. may be refuted. They are consonant with
a literal interpretation of the section and again there would ap-
pear to be good reason for allowing the widest scope to remedial
legislation of this nature . Despite the doubts which have been ex-
pressed, it is to be hoped that where necessary the courts win use
section 57 for a re-writing as well as single deviation from the
terms of trusts .

However, even if all these detailed requirements which we
have discussed are satisfied, the court may still refuse to approve
a variation for the jurisdiction is discretionary in nature . Apart
from merely stating this fact, the cases have -not indicated at any
length what factors they will take into account in exercising their
discretion. In 1943 in In Re Basden's Settlement Trusts'51 Simonds
J. stated that if a proposed variation had as its object tax avoid-
ance, the court might refuse to act ; but that view, if it was ever
valid, has now been exploded."' More recently, in In Re Kolb's
Will Trusts,"' the court refused to vary an investment clause on
the ground that Parliament, by passing the Trustee Investments
Act, 1961, had established a primafacie adequate range of invest-
ments and that the court ought to go beyond that only in
special circumstances. However that decision merely followed a
similar exercise of judicial discretion in the application of the
Variation of Trusts Act, 1958 .111 Indeed, in view of the paucity of

"I Ibid., at pp . 228 (Ch .), 467-468 (All E.R.) .
158 [1959] 1 W.L.R. 375, [195912 All E.R. 51 (Ch.D.) .
154 Supra, footnote 132.

1 [194312 All E.R . 11, at p . 14 (Ch.D .) .
116 For example under the Variation of Trusts Act, 1958, 6 & 7 Eliz 2,

c . 53, numerous orders have been made approving arrangements which
had as their main object the avoidance of tax : see infra.

157 Supra, footnote 135 .

	

158 Supra, footnote 156.
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-discussion directed specifically towards section 57, it would seem
that if the matter arises in an acute form in the future, guidance
-will have to be sought from various decisions under the 1958 Act
-where the discretionary nature of the jurisdiction has been of
somewhat greater impact ."' For the present therefore it win suf-
fice to draw attention to the potential importance of judicial dis-
cretion in the application of section 57 and to note that decisions
under the 1958 Act will be of strong authority in relation to it .

There is one further matter which is of some importance in
the exercise of the jurisdiction . It will often happen that an order
made under section 57 will conflict with an existing term of the
trust. No provision is made for such a possibility, but the courts
have reached the conclusion that the original terms of the trust
are subordinate to an order made under the section, which must
be regarded as being of an overriding nature . This doctrine was
laid down by Farwell J. in In Re Mairl" and was said by Lord
Evershed M.R. in In Re Downshire's Settled Estates to have "been
repeatedly followed and adopted in later cases" ."' It should how-
ever be made clear that this interpretation of the effect of an order
made under section 57 does not give a carte blanche to every
ancillary matter connected with the powers conferred on the
trustees . This may be deduced from In Re Salting . 162 In that case
a life tenant under a protective trust sought to invade capital and
the court held purely as a matter of construction of the trust in-
strument that this did not result in a forfeiture . As part of the
general scheme it was proposed that the interests of the remain-
dermen be safeguarded by the taking out of an assurance policy
on the life of the life tenant, the proceeds being payable at his death
to the trust. The premiums were to be paid by the life tenant and,
if he defaulted, the trustees were directed to pay them directly
out of trust income . The court rejected the argument that the mere
insertion of a clause was in itself sufficient to create a forfeiture,
but did go on to point out that if the life tenant did default in the
payment of premiums, he would have "suffered- voluntarily or
involuntarily-something by which the income will actually be-
come payable to others, and in that event a forfeiture will, in my
opinion, be incurred" ."' In Re Mair 164 endorsed that opinion. In
the result therefore an order made under section 57 may override

159 See infra .

	

"I Supra, footnote 123 .
161 Supra, footnote 34, at pp . 251 (Ch .), 120-121 (All E.R.) .
162 Supra, footnote 123 .
163 Ibid., at pp . 65 (Ch .), 860 (All E.R . Rep.) .
164 Supra, footnote 123 .
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the terms of the trust, but it is the order and the order alone, and
not necessarily any connected transactions, which has this effect .

Finally, we must deal with a question to which reference -was
made at the outset-to what extent, if at all, has the amendment
of section 54 of the Manitoba Trustee Act altered the nature of
the jurisdiction in that province . The 1956 amendment provided
for the insertion in section 54 after the word "transaction" of the~
words "or any modification or variation of the trusts or invest-
menis" .111 To assess the effect of this addition, it is important to,
r6call

,
that the English cases at least have established that the

words "management or administration of trust property" to a
large extent govern the operation of the jurisdiction. Relating
this phrase to the amendment, it would seem that "any modifi-
cation or variation" which may be effected must be connected
with management or administration. If this be so, the change has
in fact added nothing to the section, except perhaps to make it a
little clearer that it covers re-writing as well as specific deviations-
The intent may well have been to allow for variation of the bene-
ficial and the admWstrative terms of a trust. Some support for
this view might be found in the use of the words "any modifica-
tion or variation" and by analogy to the Variation of Trusts Act,.
19% it might be argued that the word "trusts" is intended to cover
beneficial interests in contrast to the other transactions of an ad-
ministrative nature which are listed in the section."' It is difficult
however to escape the impact of the requirement that variation
must be needed to facilitate "the management or administration
of the trust property". A court might be reluctant to deny any
efficacy to the amendment 167 and on a generous interpretation
might extend it to cover beneficial interests . However, it can be
strongly argued that to alter its basic sense, the section required
greater modification than it in fact received, and the fact that
Manitoba enacted more comprehensive legislation in 1964167A May
perhaps be taken as indicating that, whatever the intention may
originally have been, the 1956 amendment did not go far enough .

In conclusion therefore, section 57 and the corresponding
Canadian legislation operate to permit any type of variation of
the administrative provisions of either private or charitable trusts,
provided this is expedient for the trust as a whole, and in England

165 Supra, footnote 108, s. 54, as am., supra, footnote 115, s .
166 See infra .
167 Though- an amendment does not necessarily indicate a

the law : Interpretation Act, R.S.M., 1954, c . 128, s . 27(2).
167 A See infra .

change in
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only, provided the trust corpus consists of personalty. In some
ways, particularly in its being confined to dealings with admin-
istrative provisions, this represents no great advance on the in-
herent emergency jurisdiction ; but in allowing variation to be
effected on the basis of expediency rather than emergency the
statutory jurisdiction goes well beyond the inherent power of the
court. On this latter ground (and also in some rather minor re-
spects) section 57 significantly shifted the law in favour of the
beneficiaries and enabled the court on their behalf to more often
remove the heavy hand of the settlor from the operation of the
trust .

B. Section 64, Settled Land Act, 1925 .
As we have just seen, section 57 of the English Trustee Act,

1925 111 does not apply to trusts of land ; the appropriate legisla-
tion in this respect is section 64 of the Settled Land Act, 1925 . 111
The Canadian equivalents of section 57 apply to trusts of both
realty and personalty and so there was no need to adopt section
64 in Canada; what follows therefore applies only to England.

Section 64 reads:
(1) Any transaction affecting or concerning the settled land, or any part
thereof, or any other land (not being a transaction otherwise authorized
by this Act, or by the settlement) which in the opinion of the court
would be for the benefit of the settled land, or any party thereof, or
the persons interested under the settlement, may, under an order of
the court, be effected by a tenant for life, if it is one which could have
been validly effected by an absolute owner .
(2) In this section "transaction" includes any sale, extinguishment of
manorial incidents, exchange, assurance, grant, lease, surrender, re-
conveyance, release, reservation, or other disposition, and any pur-
chase or other acquisition, and any covenant, contract, or option, and
any application of capital money (except as hereinafter mentioned),
and any compromise or other dealing, or arrangement ; but does not
include an application of capital money in payment for any improve-
ment not authorised by this Act, or by the settlement ; and "effected"
has the meaning appropriate to the particular transaction ; and the
references to land include references to restrictions and burdens af-
fecting land.
As section 57 and section 64 were both enacted to alleviate

the harshness of the emergency and the salvage jurisdictions, they
are similar in many respects . Although there are some differences
in terminology, it would seem that section 64, in allowing a varia-
tion to be effected if this would "benefit the settled land, or any
part thereof, or the persons interested under the settlement",
M Supra, footnote 108 .

	

"1 Supra, footnote 109 .
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achieves substantially the same end as does section 57 in per-
mitting variation when this would be "expedient" for the trust as
a whole."' It is also probably the case that section 64 may, like
section 57, operate even though the settlor saw and specifically
provided for the circumstances in which the court is asked to act.
The section also expressly provides, as does section 57, that the
jurisdiction is dependant upon there not being vested in the trustees
powers to carry out the desired transaction."' Another similarity
is that the effect of an order made under - section 64 on the terms
of the trust (other than that being varied) will probably be dealt
with as it has been under section 57. Finally the significant limita-
tion that the jurisdiction conferred in the courts is discretionary
will, apply to both sections . There has not been such extended
judicial consideration of section 64 with respect to these matters
as there has been of section 57, but in the light of their common
purpose it is probably safe to assume that the conclusions arrived
at under the latter section will be paralleled under section 64.

Of the differences between the 4wo, one section, of course, ap-
plies only to realty and the other only to personalty. Betweenthem,
however, they are not comprehensive for, as Lord Evershed
M.R. pointed out in In Re Downshire Settled Estates"' "in the
case of a settlement the trustees of which are trustees for the
purposes of the Settled Land. Act, . but which no longer com-
prises any unsold land", neither section applies. Despite a rec-
ommendation of the Law Reform Committee'73 nothing has been
done to remedy this situation. Beyond this - there are three.matters
to be considered . Two of these may be dealt with quite shortly. -
There was, it will be remembered, some dispute as to whether sec-

170 Under section 64 orders have been made to (a) avoid death duties
and so conserve the land for the beneficiaries : In Re Downshire Settled
Estates, supra, footnote 34 ; In Re Simmons,-[1956] Ch. 125, [1955] 3 All
E.R . 818 (Ch.D .) ; (b) keep the mansion house in repair : In Re Scaris-'
brick's Re-Settlement Trusts, [19441 Ch. 279, [194411 All E.R . 404 (Ch.D.) ;
(c) "replace" a family heirloom : In Re Mount, 4dgcumbe, [1950] Ch. 815,
[19501 2 All E.R . 242 (Ch.D .) . One case In Re White Popham Settled
Estates, [1936] Ch . 728, [1936] 2 All E.R. 1486 (Ch.D.) is perhaps of dd-
bious authority . The court authorized a mortgage to raise money to pay
the debts of the life tenant . It could be forceably argued this benefited one
beneficiary and not "the persons interested under the settlement" i .e., in
terms of section 57, it was not for the benefit of the trust as a whole : see
supra.

"I Section 64 is perhaps slightly narrower in this respect for it refers
only to powers arising under the Settled Land Act, 1925, itself or under
the settlement, presumably excluding any powers which the trustees may
have as a matter of "ordinary" trust law .

172 Supra, footnote 34, at pp. 254 (Ch.), 123 (All E.R .) .
171 Law Reform Committee, Sixth Report (Court's Power to Sanction

Variation of Trusts), Cmnd 310, paras . 12, 25 and 27(4) .
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tion 57 applied to charitable trusts. This is not an issue under
section 64 for section 29 of the Settled Land Act, 1925, provides
that land vested in trustees for charitable, ecclesiastical or public
trusts shall be deemed to be settled land and the trustees have,
with reference to the land, all the powers conferred by the Act on
a life tenant and the trustees of a settlement. Thus the trustees of
these types of trusts may be empowered to act under section 64.111
It was also a matter of controversy whether section 57 applies to
a rewriting of, as well as a single deviation from, the terms of a
trust. The matter has not been specifically dealt with under sec-
tion 64, but there is not perhaps as much in the language of the
section as there is in section 57 to support the view that it relates
to anything other than a specific transaction. However, without
the question being at all canvassed, In Re Downshire's Settled
Estates171 authorized a rewriting of the beneficial terms of a trust
and it may be therefore that on a liberal interpretation, (which
would be desirable) the courts are going to use the section to ef-
fect

all
types of variation. Nonetheless if an argument can be

made under section 57 to confine it to single transactions a stronger
argument can be made under section 64 that that section is also
so limited.

The final and most significant difference between section 64
and section 57 is that while the latter is confined to transactions
of an administrative nature, the former covers variations of both
beneficial and administrative provisions. That was decided in
In Re Downshire Settled Estates."' In that case, in the events that
happened, land was settled on trusts under which the plaintiff had
a protected life interest, remainder to his first and other sons in
tail male, remainder to the second defendant (the plaintiff's brother)
for life, remainder to the use of his first and other sons in tail
male. At the date of the action the plaintiff had no sons . The trust
corpus consisted of land valued at E4OO,OOO and capital monies to
the extent of C700,OOO. To avoid the payment of estate duty at
the death of a life tenant, it was proposed that the plaintiff and the
second defendant should release their interests in the capital
monies . The main obstacle to this scheme was the plaintiff's
protective trusts . The court was therefore asked to authorize an
arrangement under section 64, whereby (i) the release of the plain-

174 See e.g. In Be Cleveland Literary and Philosophical Society's Land,
[193112 Ch. 247, [193 11 All E.R . Rep. 741 (Ch.D .) . It will have been noted
section 29 covers a wider range of trusts than those legally charitable, a
point which the above case illustrates.

175 Supra, footnote 34 .

	

176 Ibid.
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tiff's interest in the capital monies would not result in a forfeiture
of his interest in the land, (ii) the trustees would be required to
release the capital monies from the discretionary trusts which
would have arisen if the life interest had been forfeited, and (iii)
provision would be made for any son or wife of the plaintiff by
the taking out of an insurance .

At first instance Upjohn J. refused to authorize this arrange-
ment."' He took the view that sections 64 and 57 should be re-
garded as conferring on the courts more or less identical powers
and that if section 57 was confined to dealings with administrative
provisions so also should section 64. The Court of Appeal felt that
even if the two sections were designed to serve the same purpose,
there was such a difference in language between them that a court
was justified, if not compelled, to give them different interpreta-
tions. On this approach the first key word in section 64 is `.`trans-
action". Upjohn J. had concluded that that word encompassed
some practical administrative step, a view supported to some ex-
tent by section 64 (2) which lists a number of "transactions" of
such a nature . Again the Court of Appeal thought differently .
Transaction, they said, is a word of "the widest import, as is
emphasized, in our judgment, by the terms of the second sub-
section which make the meaning of the word comprehend (inter
alia) any application of capital money and any compromise or
other dealing or arrangement" . 118 These latter are, it is true, words
of very general significance, but much might have been said for
construing them ejusdem generis to the specific administrative
transactions set out immediately before them . However, on the
contrary line of reasoning, and relying also to some degree on
-implications drawn from section 71 of the Settled Land Act, 1925,
the court held that "transaction" encompassed dealings with the
beneficial as well as the administrative terms of a trust.

With "transaction" being virtually unlimited in scope, the
requirement that what can be done under the section must "affect
and concern" the land then became of first importance . The con-
clusion of the Court of Appeal as to the nature of the nexus was
(perhaps inevitably) rather vague :

In our judgment, the test imparted by this last qualification is satisfied
by transactions indirectly as well as directly operating upon the settled
land (or other land) provided that in the former case the effect is real

177Re D's Settled Estates, supra, footnote 119 .
173 Supra, footnote 34, at pp. 252 (Ch.), 122 (All E.R .) .
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and substantial by ordinary common sense standards as distinct from
that which is oblique or remote and merely incidental. 171

On the facts of the Downshire case itself it was decided that the
settled land was affected or concerned because the carrying into
effect of the transaction would prevent the land being broken up,
and it would appear that the other decisions under the section meet
the test laid down by the court."" However, the court appeared to
doubt whether the re-arrangement of beneficial interests could in
itself be said to affect or concern the land."' It may be therefore,
that, although covering all types of administrative variations (which
will probably as a matter of course satisfy the requirement) the
section does not necessarily give a carte blanche to the variation
of beneficial interests ., albeit that this would be for the benefit of
the beneficiaries . But the effect of this possible limitation should
not be over-emphasized . It will often, if indeed not generally, be
the case (as it was in the Downshire case) that there will be some
other element in the transaction, which either separately or when
combined with the variation of beneficial interests, will satisfy the
requirement that the land be affected or concerned .

Thus section 64 permits variations of both administrative and
beneficial provisions of trusts of realty, provided the change would
be of benefit to either the beneficiaries or the land and that the land
be affected or concerned by the transaction. In this respect it of
course differs widely from section 57 ofthe Trustee Act, 1925 for the
latter covers only dealings with administrative terms. Thus, prior
to 1958 in England, there was an unfortunate and ridiculous dis-
tinction between the court's powers of variation of trusts of realty,
in respect of which their powers extended to both beneficial and
administrative provisions, and trusts of personalty, of which only
the administrative provisions could be altered.

C. Section 53, Trustee Act, 1925 .
To complete the survey of English legislation some reference

must be made to section 53 of the Trustee Act, 1925 . 111 The sec-
tion reads :

Where an infant is beneficially entitled to any property the court may,
with a view to the application of the capital or income thereof for the
maintenance, education, or benefit of the infant, make an order-
(a)

	

appointing a person to convey such property ; or

MIbid., at pp . 253 (Ch .), 122 (All. E.R .).
18 0 See cases cited footnote 170, supra .
181 Supra, footnote 34, at pp . 259 (Ch .), 126 (All E.R.) .
182 Supra, footnote 108 .
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(b)

	

in the case of stock, or a thing inaction, vestii~g. in any .person the
right to transfer or call for a transfer of such stock, or .to receive
dividends or income thereof, or to sue for and recover such thing
in action, upon such terms as the court may think fit.

It appears that section 53 was enacted to overcome the problem
arising out of the decision in In Re Hamilton."' In In Re Gower's
Settlement 184 (the,first case to come before the courts after, 1925)
Clauson J. propounded the issue in the following terms. 'fA.B . an
infant tenant in tail in remainder of Blackacre with divers remain-
ders over : can the court by virtue of S. 53 authorize a mortgage
of Blackaere (subject to the interests having priority oveK the in-
fant's tenancy in tail) so framed as to vest in the mortgagee a
security whichwouldbe good at law against A.B.'s issue who take
under the entail and subsequent remaindermen as if the infant
were, of full age and had executed the conveyance in accordance
with. the Fines and Recoveries Act, 1833~" Under the doctrine
laid down in In Re Hamilton"' this would have been impossible,
but, relying on section 53, Claus6n. J. decided he could authorize
on- behalf of the infant the conveyance of the interest which he,
if an adult, could have conveyed . At first glance, this conclusion
on the operation of section 53 had no inimediate connection with
variation of trusts, and for the first suggestion that they might be
related we were indebted to Professor Marshall.."' Commenting
on Chapman v . ChapMan,187 he speculated that owing to the omis-
sion to refer to section 53 that case might have been decided per
incuriam ; though, as he himself noted, section 53 not being ap-
plicable where there are unknown or unborn beneficiaries, it
probably would not have been of any assistance in the particular
circumstances of that case. However one subsequent case has con-
firmed that the section is of some relevance to the question of vari-
ation.

In that case, 1'n Re Meux"', a residuary estate was settled on
trust for the plaintiff for life, remainder to his first and other sons
in tail male, with remainders over . An application was made -under
section 53 for the appointment of a person to convey to the plain-

"1 (1885), 31 Ch . D . 291 (C.A .), followed Cadman v. Cadman

	

(1886),
33 Ch.D . 397 (C.A .) ; In Re Humbrough's Estate, [190912 Ch. 620 (Ch.D.) ;
In Be Badger, [1913] 1 Ch . 385 (C.A.) .

184 [1934] Ch . 365, at p. 369, [1934] All E.R . Rep. 796, at p. 797 (Ch.D.) .
185 Supra, footnote 183 .
ul, Deviations from the Terms of a Trust (1954), 17 Mod. L. Rev. 420,

at pp . 432-433 . See also by the same author : The Scope of Section 53 of
the Trustee Act, 1925 (1957), 21 Conv . (N.S .) 448 .

187 Supra, footnote 2.
188 [19581 Ch . 154, [1957] 2 All E.R . 630 (Ch.D.) .
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tiff the interest of the infant tenant in tail in remainder (with the
consent of the plaintiff as protector) in consideration of a proper
purchase price, the price to be paid to trustees for the benefit of
the infant and, except for the omission of the plaintiff, the other
beneficiaries of the original trusts . Wynn-Parry J. held that this
transaction fell within section 53, being a conveyance of the in-
fant's interest with a view to the application of the capital for his
benefit. He was able to distinguish a previous case, In Re Hey-
worth's Contingent Reversionary Interest,"' where Upjohn J.
had decided section 53 was inapplicable . In that case an applica-
tion was made for the sale and conveyance to a life tenant of an
infant's remainder interest, the purchase price to be paid to the
infant absolutely. Upjohn J. held that while what was proposed
was for the benefit of the infant, it was not an "application" of
anything for her benefit. In the Meux case any objection along such
lines was met, Wynn-Parry J. thought, by the fact that the pur-
chase price was to be re-settled, this being sufficient to meet the
requirement of "application".110 Another objection to the opera-
tion of the section was based on the contention that the sale and
conveyance to the life tenant and the resettlement of the proceeds
were to be regarded as two distinct transactions . The sale alone,
it was argued, produced the benefit to the infant by avoiding the
heavy estate duty which would otherwise have been payable on
the death of the life tenant ; the settlement of the purchase price
did nothing to enhance the benefit already conferred by the sale .
Wynn-Parry J. decided that he was really confronted with one
transaction, a conclusion which "inevitably" flowed from the fact
that in the fight of the testator's will a court would not have ap-
proved only the barring of the entail and the extinguishment of the
subsequent interests, and so the settlement was a necessary ele-
ment in the whole transaction .

In effect, therefore, in the Meux case, a variation of the bene-
ficial interests was brought about by the "termination" of the
original trust and the subsequent settlement of the purchase price
of the remainder interest ; and presumably, if a variation of the
administrative provisions had also been desired, this, provided it
was for the benefit of the infant and did not prejudice the interests
which followed his, could also have been done . There are however

189 Supra, footnote 11 .
M Professor Marshall expresses the hope that the restriction imported

by this interpretation of "application" will eventually disappear. The
Scope of Section 53 of the Trustee Act, 1925, loc. cit, footnote 186, at p .
454.
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significant limitations on this apparently wide'scope for varying
trusts under section 53 . If there are unascertained or unknown
beneficiaries whose interests precede that of the infant remainder-
man their consent cannot be obtained in person and the court
has no power under the section to act on their behalf. If the inter-
est of the infant is anything less than absolute or a fee tail (in
which case an absolute conveyance may be made with the'dohsent
of the protector) then the interests of subsequent beneficiaries have
to be taken into account and once again there may be unascertain-
ed or unborn beneficiaries whose consent cannot be obtained . In
many cases, therefore, variation will be impossible under section
53 alone and this, it is suggested, is not a totally unfortunate re-
sult for the section was not intended to serve this purpose.,

III . Legislation Since 1958.
A. The Law Reform Committee Report.

After the decision in Chapman v. Chapman,"' the Law Reform
Committee was asked to consider the question of variation of,
trusts and it reported in November, 1957. 192 The law in England
as of that date could be summarized as follows. Under the in-
herent jurisdiction, the courts had no power to vary trusts, even
when this was for the benefit of beneficiaries. The emergency jur-
isdiction"' and the extremely narrow maintenance jurisdiction 194
were exceptions to this general rule."' Section 57 of the Trustee
Act, 1925, permitted deviation from, and probably a re-writing
of the administrative provisions of a trust of personalty when this
was expedient for the trust as a whole ; this represented a signifi-
cant extension of the emergency jurisdiction ."' Under section
64(l) of the Settled Land Act, 1925, the court could approve trans-
actions varying either the administrative or beneficial terms of a
trust of realty, provided the tranactions affected or concerned the
settled (or other) land and were for the benefit of the land or the
benificiaries . 197 In addition section 53 gave the courts power to
authorize on behalf of infants variations of both administrative
and beneficial provision of al

,
I types of trusts, ifthe variation could

be considered an application of the property for the infants' bene-
fit ; this jurisdiction was much limited by the fact that often it could

191 Supra, footnote 2.

	

"1 Supra, footnote 173 .
"I See supra .

	

194 Ibid.
"I In addition there were the conversion and compromise jurisdictions .

These might incidentally affect the question of variation, but were not
part of the inherent jurisdiction to vary .

196 Supra .

	

117 1hid.
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not operate where there were unknown or unborn beneficiaries ." ,,
In Canada there was a like inherent jurisdiction . A few provinces
had legislation equivalent to section 57 of the Trustee Act, 1925,191
and there was also the miscellaneous legislation to which we have
referred . 110

The Law Reform Committee found the existing law anomalous
and unsatisfactory. On the grounds of logic and justice they thought
it ought to be changed to confer upon the courts greater powers
to facilitate variation . Formerly, it was pointed out, the main
purpose of the trust was the preservation of capital for future
generations, and economic conditions favoured inflexible terms.
Investment was therefore generally restricted to gilt-edge or other
sound pedestrian securities ; and the life tenant was restricted to
the income, neither he, nor indeed any other beneficiary, being
empowered to invade capital. Such limitations were well nigh
disastrous in modern times. "If the capital can only be invested
in trustee investments, heavy losses may be suffered in a period
of inflation; if all the income is payable to one beneficiary it may
be largely absorbed in tax ; if capital cannot be paid to the bene-
ficiaries but must be retained until the death of a life tenant, it
may be largely swallowed up in death duties while some member
of the family who has urgent need of capital for some reasonable
purpose cannot be paid it.""' Modern settlements, it was thought,
are generally drawn with enough flexibility to avoid these disad-
vantages, but to many an older trust they could prove disastrous .
And indeed the Report might have added that even a modern
trust may in time disclose blemishes which a judicial power to
vary could help to erase .

The Committee was thus satisfied that the powers of the courts
to approve variations needed to be increased if beneficiaries were
to enjoy the benefits of their trusts in full. The major obstacle to
the courts exercising such a jurisdiction was their inability to con-
sent on behalf of and bind infant, unborn and unascertained bene-
ficiaries . As a matter of general principle the Committee saw no
reason why the courts should not be empowered to approve ar-
rangements on behalf of such beneficiaries, if this was for their
benefit. To deny this power to the courts, not only prejudiced
these beneficiaries but it also operated to the disadvantage of
adult beneficiaries who were interested in the same trust, and who,
but for the presence or lack of presence of the infants, the unborn

Us Ibid.
MIbid. The legislation extended to trusts of realty and personalty.
200 Ibid.

	

201 Supra, footnote 173, para . 5 .
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and the unascertained, could have altered the terms of the trust
at will . -

.

	

were two main arguments against the courts being given
such powers . In the first place it would violate the cardinal prin-
ciple of the law of trusts that the expressed intention of the settlor
must take precedence, even though this may not operate to the
greatest benefit of the beneficiaries . In a few sentences and with-
out analysing the issue the Committee overthrew this ancient rule
and reversed the priorities. In their view the interests of the bene-
ficiaries were of paramount importance and the only concession
they made to the settlor was in the recommendation that he could
be heard on an application to vary trusts under the legislation
they proposed ; and even then the court could overrule any objec-
tion he might make."'

The issues at stake in the proposal that the interest of the settlor
should give way to that of the beneficiaries were more fully dis-
cussed in the parliamentary debates on the Variation of Trusts
13111."3 ®n one side it was thought that people today are only too
ready to discover that the purposes and plans of a donor of prop-
erty were not all that they might have been and to alter them, de=
spite his clearly expressed wishes to the contrary . If donees ac-
cept a donor's bounty, it is not inequitable to insist that they should
do so on his terms. Against this it was contended that it was in-
congruous that an (often dead) settlor could control the interests
of beneficiaries to their decided disadvantage. Moreover the old,
though at times rather suspect doctrine of "presumed intent"
could be invoked. Surely, it was argued, a settlor in the creation
of his trust has as his main aim the benefit of the beneficiaries. If
they were adversely affected by changing conditions, would he
not be the first to agree to a variation of the trusts to conserve and
protect their interests? These latter arguments won the day and
both Houses accepted the proposition that the interests of the
beneficiaries must take precedence over the intent of the settlor,
though this was made more palatable by the undertaking that ar-
rangements would be made to implement the Committee's rec-
ommendation that the settlor, if living, could be heard on any
application under the Bill .214

The second main contention against making easier the varia-
202 lbid., paras . 21 and 27(3) . See infra .
203 Housé of Commons : Hansard, Vol. 578, p. 394 ; Vol . 579, pp.-768-

807 ; Vol. 586, pp . 496-506 ; Vol . 591, pp . 1643-1645 ; House of Lords :
Hansard, Vol. 208, p . 851 ; Vol. 209, pp . 833-856 ; Vol . 210, pp. 372-383,
"610:, 674 ; Vol: 211, p . 6 .

	

"
204 Infra .
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tion of trusts was that this would be an encouragement, and in-
deed, an approval of tax avoidance. The Law Reform Com-
mittee and the supporters of the Bill in Parliament met this argu-
ment on two grounds. In the first place the object of the proposed
variation need not necessarily be tax avoidance. As was pointed
out in the House of Commons, the purpose of the change might
be to achieve more flexible trust investments, to raise capital to
build a house, educate children, or to meet the expenses of an ill-
ness or some other emergency."' But even if it was admitted that
very often the object of the proposed variation would be the avoid-
ance of tax, it did not follow that ipso facto the wider power to
approve variations should be denied the courts . Tax avoidance
was not illegal, and it was perfectly in order for a man to arrange
his affairs so as to be liable for the minimum taxation . To single
out infant, unborn and unascertained beneficiaries, and prevent
them making similar arrangements was to discriminate against
them . The argument was put thus in the House of Commons :
"If one wants to say that dispositions of capital should be illegal
because they involve a loss to the revenue, we shall give careful
consideration to that view, but let us do it generally and not in
relation to that class.""' Again these arguments prevailed and
England and soon afterwards some of the provinces in Canada
proceeded to confer on the courts greater powers to facilitate
variations .

B. The Legislation .
The English Variation of Trusts Act was passed in 1958 .207

Nova Scotia, Ontario and Prince Edward Island followed the
English expedient and passed similarly entitled Acts in 1964, 1959
and 1963 respectively.208 On the other hand, Alberta, Manitoba,
and New Brunswick added new sections to their respective Trustee
Acts."' There is much to be said for this latter procedure for it is

205 Mr . F . P. Crowder, M.P., the sponsor of the Bill : House of Com-
mons, Hansard, Vol. 579, p . 769.

206 Mr. F . P . Crowder, M.P., op. cit ., ibid., p . 778, quoting the Attorney
General (Sir Hartley Shawcross) speaking on the Married Women (Re-
straint on Anticipation) Bill, House of Commons : Hansard, Vol . 469, p .
910 .

207 Supra, footnote 156 .
218The Variation of Trusts Act, S.N.S ., 1962, c . 14 ; The Variation of

Trusts Act, S.O., 1959, c . 104 . See now R.S.O ., 1960, c. 413, as am. by S.O.,
1961-62, c. 141 ; The Variation of Trusts Act, S.P.E .T ., 1963, c . 34 .

201 The legislation will therefore be cited : Alta : Trustee Act, supra,
footnote 108, as am . by S.A ., 1964, c. 98, s. 31 a ; Man. : Trustee Act, supra,
footnote 108, as am . by S.M., 1964, c. 56, s . 54 A ; N.B . : Trustee Act,
supra, footnote 117, as am. by S.N.B., 1959, c . 76, s . 29A. The Act has also
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in many ways more convenient to have the legislation respecting
variation incorporated with the other statutory rules relating
to trusts .

The operative section of the English Act, section l(l), reads
as follows :

Where property, whether real or personal, is held on trusts arising,
whether before or after the passing of this Act, under any will, settle-
ment or other disposition, the court may if it thinks fit by order ap-
prove on behalf of-
(a) any person having, directly or indirectly, an interest, whether

vested or contingent, under the trusts who by reason of infancy
or other incapacity is incapable of assenting, or

(b) any person (whether ascertained or not) who may become en-
titled, directly or indirectly, to an interest under the trusts as be-
ing at a future date or on the happening of a future event a person
of any specified description or a member of any specified class of
persons, so however that this paragraph shall not include any
person who would be of that description, or a member of that
class, as the case may be, if the said date had fallen or the said
event had happened at the date of the application to the court, or

(c)

	

any person unborn, or
(d) any person in respect of any discretionary interest of his under

protective trusts where the interest of the principal beneficiary
has not failed or determined .

any arrangement (by whomsoever proposed, and whether or not there
is any other person beneficially interested who is capable of assenting
thereto) varying or revoking all or any of the trusts, or enlarging the
powers of the trustees of managing or administering any of the prop-
erty subject to the trusts :

Provided that except by virtue of paragraph (d) of this subsection
the court shall not approve an arrangement on behalf of any person
unless the carrying out thereof would be for the benefit of that person .

I The Canadian legislation is largely in identical terms, but
there are some deviations of a substantial nature from paragraphs
(b) and (d) of section l(l) of the English Act, and in addition
there are some differences of form . In all the Canadian provinces
the words "so, however . . . to the court" have been omitted from
paragraph (b). Of necessity paragraph (d) has been changed in
Canada for the English version is tied in with section 33 of the
Trustee Act, 1925'210 of which there is no Canadian equivalent .
The Canadian paragraph (d) reads :
been adopted in the Yukon Territory : Variation of Trusts Ordinance, 1962
(5th Sess .), c . 6 .

210 Section 33, Trustee Act, 1925, supra, footnote 108, deals with pro-
tective trusts. Section 1(2), Variation of Trusts Act 1958, supra, footnote
156, gives to "protective trust", "the principal beneficiary" and "diS-
cretionary interest" as they appear in section l(l)(d) the same meaning
as they have in section 33, Trustee Act 1925 . See infra .
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Any person in respect of any interest of his that may arise by reason
of any discretionary power given to anyone on the failure or deter-
mination of any existing interest that has not failed or determined.

Of the differences in form, the short title of the Prince Edward
Island Act is contained in section I so that the equivalent of sec-
tion l(l) of the English Act is section 2. In all the provinces the
proviso to section l(l) of the English Act, that benefit must be
shown to the beneficiaries in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c), has been
reworded, but not, it is thought, so as to substantially alter its
meaning. With the exception of Nova Scotia the proviso has also
been converted into a separate sub-section of the appropriate sub-
section of the Act ; thus section l(l) and (2) of the Ontario Act,
section 2(l) and (2) of the Prince Edward Island Act and sub-
sections (1) and (2) of sections 31a, 54A and 29A of the Alberta,
Manitoba and New Brunswick Trustee Acts respectively cover the
same ground as section l(l) of the English Act. Nova Scotia fol-
lows a more individual pattern; section I of the Variation ofTrusts
Act contains the short title, section 2the power to approve arrange-
ments on behalf of the four groups of beneficiaries and section 3
the proviso regarding benefit. Finally, on two small matters of
detail, the brackets, which appear around the words "by whom-
soever . . . assenting thereto" have been replaced by commas in
Canada, and in addition the comma after the word "proposed"
has been omitted.

The effect of the legislation can be most conveniently discussed,
and the differences between the English and Canadian legislation
dealt with where appropriate, under three heads : (i) General na
ture of the jurisdiction ; (ii) Detailed conditions of approval ;
(iii) Some points of procedure.211 During the discussion a reference
to "the Act" can be taken as referring to both the English and
Canadian legislation ; where reference is being to a specific juris-
diction this will be made clear.

(i) General nature of the jurisdiction.
Two aspects of the general nature of the jurisdiction are worthy

of note. First the precise extent of the power given to the courts
has not yet been finally settled. In In Re Joseph's Will TruStS212

Vaisey J. thought it extended, though perhaps only in exceptional
circumstances, to inserting in the order a direction to trustees to
carry the arrangement into effect . In the case the court had ap-

211 It might seem more logical to deal first with procedure, but it is
convenient to leave it to the end.

212 [195911 W.L.R . 1019, [195913 All E.R. 474 N. (Ch.D.).
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proved an arrangement varying beneficial interests, the effect of
which was in futuro in the sense that it changed only the limita-
tions consequent on the death of the testator's widow, who was
still alive at the date of the application. It was apparently felt that
there was some danger of the matter being re-opened and the
court was asked to insert the direction to trustees to forestall such
a possibility. Vaisey J. acknowledged that the Act did not express-
ly authorize such an order, but felt that the power necessarily
flowed from the general nature of the jurisdiction. He was forti-
fied in this conclusion by the fact that Lord Jenkins had in In Re
Derby's Settlement TrustS 213 made a similar order ; though he did
note that in a later unreported case, In Re Savills's Will Trusts,~ 14
the same judge had apparently refused a request that such a dir-
ection be inserted . In In Re Hambleden's Will TrustS215 Wynn_

Parry J. disagreed quite vigorously with the views expressed by
Vaisey J. That case again involved the variation of beneficial
interests, and the question arose as to what formalities were re-
quired to give effect to the changes. It had not been intended that
any document embodying the variation would be executed, but
in view of the decision in Grey v. Inland Revenue Commissioners,"'
which held that all dispositions of equitable interests had to be
in writing to be enforceable,"' counsel sought the advice of the
court whether a document was now required or whether the order
of the court ipso facto varied the trusts . Wynn-Parry J. had no
doubt that all that was required was the court order. Moreover he
thought he had no jurisdiction to insert in the order a direction to
trustees to carry the arrangement into effect . Indeed on the view
that he took such a direction was unnecessary; the trusts being
validly altered, the trustees were, as a matter of ordinary law,
obliged to carry them out in that form .

Both these decisions may be subjected to some criticism. The
Act does not expressly confer any power on the court to direct
the trustees to carry the arrangement into effect ; and once the
trusts are varied the trustees have no option but to administer
them as altered, so it seems that there is no need to imply that such
a power exists. To that extent In Re Hambleden's Will TrustS218 is

to be preferred to In Re Joseph's Will Trusts.119 But In Re Hamble-

213 The Times, July 14th, 1959 (Ch.D.) .
214 July-24th, 1959 ; referred to by Vaisey J . in Re Joseph's Will Trust,

supra, footnote 212, at pp . 1021 (W.L.R.), 474 N (All E.R.) .
215 [196011 W.L.R. 82, [1960] 1 All E.R. 353 (Ch.D.).
216 [19601 A

*
C . 1, [1959] 3 All E.R . 603 (H.L .) .

.217 See s . 53, Law of Property Act, 1925, 15 & 16 Geo. 5, c . 20 .
213 Supra, footnote 215 .

	

219 Supra, footnote 212.
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den's Will Trusts= is itself open to some objection with respect
to the way in which Wynn-Parry J. thought the variation was
brought about. From the language of the Act it would appear that
all that the court is empowered to do is consent to an arrangement
on behalf of groups of beneficiaries who cannot consent for them-
selves .221 Surely an order covering only some of the beneficiaries
under a trust cannot vary it . The consent of

all
the adult benefi-

ciaries is required before any variation is possible and over them
the court has no control. The theory behind the Act seems to be
that, as a matter of ordinary trust law, all the beneficiaries may,
by agreement inter se, vary their trust at will . The Act's sole func-
tion is to ensure that the consent of otherwise incompetent bene-
ficiaries is obtained. Russell J. recognized this in In Re Druce's
Settlement TrustS222 when he said : "This jurisdiction in effect en-
ables the court to contract on behalf of certain beneficiaries, or
possible beneficiaries . . . ." The adults make their decision inde-
pendently of the Act in pursuance of their ordinary rights, and,
in so far as an arrangement varies beneficial interests, it seems
that in a jurisdiction which requires dealings with such interests
to be in writing, a document should be executed to ensure that the
arrangement is in fact enforceable.223

If the Act operates in the way suggested two other difficulties
arise. The first is perhaps a nowrather theoretical problem. Before
1958 there was no support in the cases for the view that all the
beneficiaries, if sui jurls and absolutely entitled, could combine
to vary their truSt.224 The principle might have been supported by

220 Supra, footnote 215 .
221The long title of both the English and the Ontario Acts could be

used to support the view that the power to vary rests with the courts . The
English long title reads : "An Act to extend the jurisdiction of the courts
to vary trusts in the interests of the beneficiaries and sanction dealings
with trust property" . The Ontario long title is substantially the same.
However the language of the Act overrules, it is submitted, any inference
which, within the bounds of the rules of statutory interpretation, may be
drawn from the long title.

222 [19621 1 W.L.R. 363, at p . 369, [19621 1 All E.R. 563, at p . 567
(Ch.D.) . (Emphasis supplied) .

223 It should be noted that section 53 of the Law of Property Act 1925,
supra, footnote 217 on which the decision in Grey v. Inland Revenue Com-
missioners, supra, footnote 216, is based is not identical with the compar-
able Canadian legislation .

224 Chapman v. Chapman, supra, footnote 2,

	

assumed

	

this

	

was

	

the
law, but, as we have seen, the actual basis of the decision was the lack of
jurisdiction to consent on behalf of infants, etc . The present question was
left unanswered . The Attorney General, appearing as amicus curi.ae,
argued that while beneficiaries suijuris could terminate a trust, they could
not "give it a new face" : at p. 441 (A.C.) . In the Court of Appeal Denning
L.J . suggested the consent of the trustees was necessary before a variation
could be made: supra, footnote 6, at pp . 273 (Ch .), 134 (All E.R .) .
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analogy to the rule in Saunders v. Yautier ; 225 indeed when under
that doctrine a trust could be terminated and the property re-
settled as desired, it would be rather ridiculous to deny to the
beneficiaries a direct power of variation. 211 Apart from authority,
it could be said that in effect the beneficiaries are "owners" of the
property and the law should not deny them the right to deal with
it as they wish . On the other hand to permit variation in this way
would run contrary to the basic rule that the intent of the settlor-
is paramount . The rule in Saunders v. Yautier 227 is already excep-
tional and should not be made the basis of yet another exception.
Thus it is possible to argue that the theoretical basis of the Act is
open to some objections, and had the issue of the power of bene-
ficiaries, suijuris and absolutely entitled, to vary their trust arisen
before 1958, the matter was not clear cut. One would have hoped
that the issue would have been resolved in their favour but in the
light of the general attitude of the House of Lords in Chapman v.
Chapman228 that was by no means inevitable . However no one is
likely to challenge the validity of the Act on this basis and, if this
did happen, it is highly improbable that a court would be induced
to declare it invalid. Nonetheless, to avoid any such problem and
more importantly to resolve the difficulties raised by In Re Joseph's
Will and TrUStS 229 and In Re Hambleden's Will TruStS,230 it might
perhaps be preferable for any other jurisdiction which adopts the
Act to follow the pattern of the earlier legislation in the field and
confer the power of variation directly on the courts ; 211 the varia-
tion could (subject to what will be said in the next paragraph) be
made contingent upon the adult beneficiaries consenting and the
courts approving the arrangement on the terms already in the Act.
This change might avoid some of the difficulties which the present
form of the Act may entail .

The second difficulty is that, even if the legislation was so re-
drafted, it would still in one respect be narrower in scope than any
of the pre-1958 jurisdictions. Under them the power to vary rests
with the court and it would seem that a variation can be author-
ized even though it is objected to by an adult beneficiary. No doubt

225 (1841), 4 Beav. 115, Cr . & Ph . 240 (Lord Langdale M.R.).
226 In In re Brockbank, [19481 Ch. 206, at p . 209, [1948], 1 All E.R. 287,

at p . 288 (Ch.D .), Harman J. suggested the former procedure would attract
stamp duty ; quaere if this would only be so if beneficial interests were
being changed : see Monroe, Stamp Duties (4th ed., 1964), p . 125 ; Lewin
on Trusts (16th ed., 1964), p . 729 . In Canada prima facie it would appear
it matters little, from a tax-viewpoint, which procedure is followed .

121 Supra, footnote 225 .

	

I's Supra, footnote 2 .
229 Supra, footnote 212 .

	

230 Supra, footnote 215 .
211 See, for example, section 57, Trustee Act, 1925, supra, footnote 108 .
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great weight would be attached to any such objection and it would
only be in the clearest case that a court would override it . The
consent of all the beneficiaries being a prerequisite to a variation
under the present Act the refusal of even one adult beneficiary
(with possibly the minutest of interests) to co-operate would
render the Act inoperative. This is another aspect of the legislation
which may be worthy of re-consideration . There would be some
well justified reluctance to acting in defiance of the wishes of an
adult when in general the law leaves him to conduct his affairs as
he sees fit. On the other hand much may be said for the argument
that the courts should have a residual authority to overrule the
recalcitrant adult when his objections are blocking a proposal
obviously beneficial to the trust as a whole ; in such a case his is
not the only interest involved . One would imagine that the oc-
casions on which such a power had to be exercised would be ex-
ceedingly rare, but it is not undesirable for it to be there before
rather than after the need for its use arises . In any event, whatever
the merits of such a proposal it seems clear the courts have no such
power under the present Act. If the consent of all the adult bene-
ficiaries cannot be obtained it will be necessary to turn to the pre-
1958 jurisdictions and so they continue to be of some possible
significance .

The second matter to be noted with respect to the general
nature of the jurisdiction is that it is discretionary ; even if all the
particular conditions of the Act are satisfied the court still need
only approve the arrangement "if it thinks fit" ."' So far the court's
discretion has manifested itself in relation to (1) the settlor, (2)
the trustees, (3) steps preparatory to and the purpose of the ar-
rangement and (4) other relevant legislation.

Reference has already been made to the recommendation of
the Law Reform Committee Report that the settlor should have a
right to be heard on an application under the Act. The recom
mendation has been implemented in England,211 but not, as yet,
in Canada. Apart from this, the English Court of Appeal has in
lit Re Steed's Will Tr11StS234 indicated that in the exercise of its

232 England : Variation of Trusts Act, 1958, supra, footnote 156, s.
!(I) . Canada : Alta : Trustee Act, supra, footnote 108, as am., supra, foot-
note 209, s . 3la(l) ; Man . : Trustee Act, supra, footnote 209, s. 54 A (1) ;
N.B . Trustee Act, supra, footnote 117, as am., supra, footnote 209, s . 29A(l) ;
N.S . : Variation of Trusts Act, supra, footnote 208, s . 2 ; Ont . : Variation
of Trusts Act, supra, footnote 208, s. 1(l) ; P.E.I ., Variation of Trusts Act
5upra, footnote 208, s . 2(l) .

233 See infra .
231 [19601 Ch. 407, [1960] 1 All E.R . 487 (C.A .) .
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general discretion the court ought to give due weight to the intent
of the settlor as it appears from the face~of the trust and the cir-
cumstances of its creation . In that case, a testator left a farm upon
trust for sale, giving to the trustees an absolute power of post-
ponement . Before and after the sale the corpus was to be held
upon protective trusts for the plaintiff for life, with remainder as
she should appoint and in default of appointment as on her in-
testacy. At about the time the proceedings were instituted the
plaintiff exercised her power and appointed irrevocably to herself.
The will specifically stated that the main purpose of the trust was
to ensure that the plaintiff was adequately provided*for. At the
testator's death the plaintiff's brother was the tenant of the farm .
He had made certain improvements, but his general financial con-
dition was unsound and it was uncertain that he hadpaid his. rent .
The trustees contracted to sell the farm at a most advantageous
price, but the plaintiff sought an order restraining the sale. The
writ was4ater amended and an application made under the Varia-
tion of Trusts Act seeking approval of an arrangement whereby
the trustees should hold the farm for the plaintiff absolutely. The
trustees opposed the arrangement .

In a comprehensive review of the proposal the Court of Ap-
peal stated that an arrangement must be .looked at in the light of
the intention of the settlor. The Master of -the Rolls referred to
order 55, rule 14a (3A) of1he Rules of the Supreme Qourt235
which was based on the premise, and this premise he was prepared
to adopt, "that the court must, albeit that it is performing its duty
on behalf of some person who. cannot consent on his or her part,
regard the proposal in the light of the purpose of the trust . . . 11 .236
In the instant case the testator had specifically stated that he wish-
ed to provide adequate . support for the plaintiff and had created
the trust to safeguard - her against influences which he regarded
with justifiable apprehension . The Master of the Rolls agreed with
what he took to be the basic ground of the decision of the court
below : "that the arrangement was one which so cut at the root
of the testator's wishes and intentions that it was not one which
the court should approve." 237

If an analogy be sought to explain this doctrine, it may be
235Which was added to permit the settlor to be heard on an applica-

tion under the Act . See infra .
236 Supra, footnote 234, at pp . 421 (Ch.), 493 (All E.R .) .
217 Ibid., at pp . 422 (Ch.), 494 (All E.R.) . Compare In re Baker's Will

Trusts, [1964] 1 W.L.R. 336, [1964] 1 All E.R. 482 (Ch.D.) where the
court required evidence to be introduced to show to what extent a pro-
tective trust continued to serve any useful purpose.
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found in the law relating to charities. There the court can only
change a trust within the limits of the general charitable intention.
The Court of Appeal would appear in this case to have put a Eke
restriction on the operation of the Act. To be approved an ar-
rangement must be in conformity with the general intent of the
settlor. Thus the court could approve the variation of investment
clauses because this would increase the material benefits to the
beneficiaries, a thing presumably within the general intent ; but
in the instant case to have approved the arrangement would have
defeated the general intent to safeguard the plaintiff against want
and undue influences . It must, however, be pointed out that the
court did not lay down any general rule that the general intent of
the settlor must be respected ; in certain circumstances it may
probably be ignored.231 Nonetheless it is possible that in the exercise
of its discretion the court may maintain the influence of the settlor
to a considerable extent.

In Re Steed's Will Trusts 231 also gave some indication of the
extent to which the court will take into account the attitude of the
trustees. At first instance Harman J. over-emphasized the import
ance to be attached to their views and indeed gave the impression
that ifthey objected the court would not approve the arrangement.240
The Court of Appeal refused to accord such weight to their opin-
ions, but agreed that "the court in exercising its general discretion
will certainly pay regard to what the trustees say and their reason
for saying it".241 It is, however, to be expected that generally speak-
ing such objections of the trustees that the courts will entertain will
relate to the fulfillment of the general purpose of the trust or some
like consideration, rather than to any personal predilections of
the trustees themselves.242

The relevance to the court's general discretion of the events
leading up to the arrangement and of its Purpose has been dealt
with in two cases. In In Re Robertson's Will Trusts 243 the appli
cant had a protected life interest, with a power of appointment

211 If for example the court thought it undesirable, inexpedient or
outmoded .

239 Supra, footnote 234.
240 [1959] Ch. 354, at p . 361, [19591 1 All E.R . 609, at p . 612 (Ch.D.) .
241 Supra, footnote 234, at pp . 420 (Ch .), 492-493 (All E.R.) .
242 In In Re Steed's Will Trusts, ibid., the trustees based their objec-

tions on the violation of the testator's intent . Trustees might also have
Inore personal reasons for opposing an arrangement, e.g . if it considerably
increased their duties under the trust . But if the arrangements clearly
benefited the beneficiaries it is difficult to envisage a court accepting such
a plea . Nevertheless see Underhill, The Law of Trusts and Trustees (11th
ed ., 1959), pp . 443, 450 .

243 [1960] 1 W.L.R . 1050, [196013 All E.R . 146 (Ch.D .) .
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over the remainder in favour of his issue. He wished to secure
'certain capital payments to his three children (all of whom were
of age at the date of the application) and to reduce estate duty on
his death. He therefore irrevocably appointed the remainder
equally among the children and then made an application to the
court to have approved an arrangement dividing the trust corpus
between himself and them in agreed proportions . The children
consented to the arrangement and so the court's consent was re-
quired only on behalf of the possible beneficiaries under the dis-
cretionary trust which would arise if the protected life interes~
failed or determined, and, as the Act dispenses with the showing of
benefit to them 144 the case was prima facie quite simple . However
in the hearing of the summons Russell J. raised the question
whether the appointment made by the applicant was a fraud on
the power, presumably it being possible to argue that the appoint-
ment was made at least partly with the intent of benefiting him-
self, a non-object . On receiving additional information the judge
was satisfied that the appointment was in fact valid. Nonetheless
Russell J. indicated that if a fraud on a power had been involved
he would have refused to approve the arrangement. The case
makes it clear that quite rightly, indeed inevitably, the court is
not going to approve schemes which are the outcome of a series
,of events of dubious legality ; thus not only the arrangement it-
self, but also its general background is open-to the court's scrutiny.

The significance of the purpose of the arrangement was dealt
with by Vaisey J. in In Re Falkner's Settlement."' There the settlor
had settled E13,QOO upon himself on protective trusts for life,
with remainder as he should appoint, provided he could make no
appointment in his own favour, and in default among his statutory
next of kin. The court was asked to approve an arrangement where-
by

all
but L500 of the capital was to be paid to the settlor absolute-

ly, the sum retained to be paid to those entitled in default. Vaisey
J. decided that this scheme was for the benefit of the latter group
and so approved it on their behalf. He observed however that his
jurisdiction was clearly discretionary and if the applicant had
sought the money merely to misuse it, the application would have
been refused . 211 Thus the purpose behind the transaction is also a

211 Though the court will not disregard them entirely : see infra.
215 The Times, March 5tb, 1959 (Ch.D.) .
211 This might have been to the detriment of those entitled in default

of appointment, for the applicant could have exercised his power and
excluded them completely. Thus in its discretion it is possible the court
may veto a scheme otherwise clearly beneficial to those on whose behalf
it is asked to consent .
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legitimate concern of the court. What a multitude of sins "Mis-
use" covers is yet to be seen . Tax avoidance however is not one
of them; the courts have not refused to approve arrangements
merely because that was the end in view, nor have they dallied
with the suggestion of the Law Reform Committee that a distinc-
tion might be drawn between tax avoidance schemes that are of
a "questionable character" and others which are "morally un-
questionable" ."' If the courts should decide to consider the "mora-
lity" of the purpose or of the events prior to the arrangement it
would be opening a vague and uncertain field, they will probably
be happy to confine themselves to the question of legality . In any
event, it is clear that purpose and prior events must be borne in
mind in the preparation of an arrangement.

Finally, the court may at its discretion take into account other
relevant legislation . In England this has been illustrated by the
attitude of the courts in dealing with applications for the varia-
tion of investment clauses made after the passing of the Trustee
Investments Act, 1961 . Prior to that Act the court had approved
such arrangements quite freely. Now however such approval will
not be so readily granted . Buckley J . put the matter as follows in
In Re Cooper's Settlement : 118

In enacting the Trustee Investments Act, 1961, Parliament, in my
judgment, had indicated the extent to which in ordinary cases they
think it right that trustees should be free to invest otherwise than in
gilt edge investments . In my judgment, the enactment of that Act must
have a direct and important bearing on the exercise by the court of its
discretion in varying trusts under the Variation of Trusts Act, 1958 in
relation to powers of investment. It seems to me that from this time this
court will have to be satisfied, whenever applicants under the Variation
of Trusts Act ask for the relaxation of the trustees' powers of invest-
ment, that there are special grounds which make it right that the trus-
tees should have wider powers of investment than the legislature has
indicated in the Trustee Investments Act, 1961 as the normally appro-
priate powers.

The gist of the matter appears to be that Parliament having estab-
lished the norm, there must be a special reason for departing
from it .

As a general proposition it is not unreasonable to suggest that
the court should look at the arrangement it is asked to approve

247 SUpra, footnote 173, para . 15 .
248 [1962] Ch. 826, at pp . 829-830, [1961] 3 All E.R . 636, at p . 639

(Ch.D .) . To the same effect see In Re Clarke's Will Trusts, (1961] 1 W.L.R.
1471, at p . 1475, [19611 3 All E.R . 1133, at p . 1136 (Ch.D .) ; in this case
the court found sufficient special circumstances to warrant it allowing
the change .
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in the light of other legislation and -indeed of the general , rules of
the law of trusts . It would be unfortunate however if this resulted
in a too restrictive approach. If the proposed arrangement is
clearly for the benefit of the beneficiaries involved, the fact that
the desired result could not be achieved under existing law does
not seem a good reason for refusing approval ; the very purpose
of the Act is to enable things to , be done which the general law
would not permit . In the particular case of the effect of the Trustee
Investments Act this argument may be further supported by ref-
erence to section 15 of that Act which expressly preserves the power
of the court to otherwise widen investment powers. The present
attitude to some extent puts the widening of investment clauses
on an "emergency" basis . This is a return to the regime which the
remedial legislation was designed - to displace, and while admitting
the validity of looking at any proposed Arrangement in its overall
"legal context" it would be most undesirable if this impaired the
effectiveness of the new rules relating to variation .
(ii) Detailed conditions ofapproval.
The arrangement

The court is given the power of approving
,
an "arrangement

(by whomsoever proposed, and whether or not there is any other
person beneficially interested who is capable of assenting thereto)
varying or revoking all or any of the trusts or enlarging the powers
,of the trustees of managing or administering any of the property
subject to the trusts" .249

As yet, only three cases have had occasion to consider this
passage of the Act . One In Re Steed's Will Trusts110 was concern-
ed solely with the word "arrangement". In the case a proposal for
variation was made by the one beneficiary capable of doing so,
but was opposed by trustees . At first instance Harman J . was of
the opinion that the proposed scheme -did not constitute an ar-
rangement, which, he thought, by its very nature envisaged an;
agreement inter partes. He acknowledged that the Act stated that,
there need be no other person capable of assenting to the arraiige- :
ment, but he asked "does that mean that the arrangement can be

241 England : Variation of Trusts Act, 1958, supra, footnote

	

156, s
1(1) . Canada ; Alta Trustee Act, supra, footnote 209, s . 31a(l) ; Man .
Trustee Act, supra, footnote 108, as am., supra, footnote 209, s . 54A(l) ;
N.B . Trustee Act, supra, footnote 117, as am., supra, footnote 209, s .
29A(l) ; N.S . Variation of Trusts Act, supra, footnote 208, s . 2 ; Ont . Varia-
tion of Trusts Act, supra, footnote 208, s . l(l) ; P.E.I. Variation of Trusts
Act, supra, footnote 208, s . 2(l).

250 Supra, footnote 234.
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made by A alone in the face of the opposition of the trustees and
that such a thing can be called an 'arrangement'? I do not think
so".151 On appeal Lord Evershed M.R., speaking for the Court of
Appeal, took a different view of the matter. "I think the word
garrangement' is deliberately used in the widest possible sense so
as to cover any proposal which any person may put forward for
varying or revoking trusts .""' With respect, this is an eminently
sensible conclusion . The draftsman appears to have had in mind
the situation before the court in providing that it was immaterial
"whether or not there is any other person beneficially interested
who is capable of assenting" to the arrangement. This was, it is
thought, sufficient to settle the issue. In any event, from a policy
standpoint, it would be unfortunate if remedial legislation was
hampered by an apparently pointless interpretation of one word
in the Act.

The other two cases drew attention to the fact that the Act
authorizes a revocation as well as a variation of a trust, but raised
some question as to whether a revocation and resettlement was
also covered . Resettlement is not expressly mentioned in the Act,
but nonetheless it was indirectly effected in In Re Seale's Marriage
Settlement .253 In that case approval was sought for an arrangement
transferring funds from the trustee of an English settlement to a
Canadian trustee to be held, subject to changes required to comply
with the law of Quebec, on terms as similar as possible to those
of the English settlement . Buckley J. felt that this amounted to a
revocation and a resettlement rather than a variation, and so he
approved the arrangement as a revocation of the English trusts
"in the event of the trust property becoming subject to the trusts
of a settlement which would be recognized and enforced in some
other jurisdiction". 114 In effect therefore the court secured the re-
settlement by treating it as a condition of the approval of the re-
vocation. Although no justification was offered for this procedure,
it would seem that there is no reason why in the exercise of its
general discretion the court should not so limit its approval of a
revocation.255 Some doubt was thrown on this decision in In Re

T's Settlement Trusts .256 In that case a mother made an applica-
tion in June 1963 for the variation of a settlement under the ori-

"I Supra, footnote 240, at pp . 361 (Ch .), 612 (All E.R .) .
252 Supra, footnote 234, at pp . 419 (Ch .), 492 (All E.R.) .
253 [1961] Ch . 574, [196113 All E.R . 136 (Ch.D.) .
254 Ibid., at pp . 579 (Ch.), 139 (All E.R .) .
255 Supra.
211 [196313 W.L.R . 987, (196313 All E.R . 759 (Ch.D.).
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ginal terms of which her infant daughter would, on reaching
twenty-one or marrying before that age, have taken an absolute
interest in one fourth of the trust fund and a vested remainder in
another one fourth to fall into possession on the mother's death,
with the possibility of the accrual of the other half of the fund
should a second infant fail to obtain avested interest. The daughter
would reach twenty-one in November 1963 and to safeguard her
against alleged immaturity and irresponsibility in handling money it
was proposed that her share be transferred to trustees on protective
trusts for her for life, with a remainder to her children or issue,
with a remainder over in default to the second infant . Wilberforce
J. was unhappy about this proposal for several reasonS.257 One of
these was that rather than being asked to vary a trust he was being
asked to order a resettlement of the infant's own property. Ad-
mittedly the court had no inherent power to do this, nor was the
1959 Act intended to interfere with this well established rule, and,
the learned judge reasoned, the general language of the Act ought
not to be construed so as to bring about an incidental change in
the law. However it would have been no undue stretching of the
language of the Act to have dealt with the application on the
basis of In Re Seale's Marriage Settlement.211 The withdrawal
ofthe infant's share would have amounted to a (partial) revoca-
tion of the original settlement and the court could have made the
resettlement a condition of the approval of the revocation . It
would then have been a question of deciding if in its other respects
the revocation ought to have been approved by the court. In the
end Wilberforce J. approved a variation of the original settlement
which in part achieved the effect sought by the proposal made by
the mother, and, if4t had been considered appropriate to do so,
there seems to be no reason why all the proposal could not have
been encompassed in the variation. This made the decision not to
proceed by way of resettlement of less significance and one would
suppose that in many cases a direct variation would bring about
the same result as a revocation andresettlement and that the courts
would be happier with such a procedure. Where this is not pos-
sible the courts should, it is suggested, be prepared to follow In
Re Seale's Marriage Settlement2l' and In Re T's Settlement TrustS260

should be considered either to be of doubtful authority or as de-
cided on its own rather peculiar facts.

211 For a consideration of some of the other aspects of the case see
infra.

268 Supra, footnote 253 .

	

259 Ibid.
260 Supra, footnote 256 .
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Two other comments may be made on this portion of the Act.
First, the proposed arrangement may vary or revoke "all or any
of the trusts". By "trusts" the Act presumably means beneficial
interests for it continues to deal with managerial or administrative
powers . In this latter respect the arrangement may not vary or
revoke but merely enlarge the powers of the trustees . Generally
one would suppose that an arrangement would in fact seek an
enlargement of these powers . On occasion, however, it might be
sought to decrease them, but this the Act apparently does not
allow. It is rather difficult to see why there should have been this
change of language in dealing with administrative powers . There
appears to be no good reason why, like beneficial interests, they
should not be susceptible to being varied or revoked.261 In a second
respect this passage of the Act is not all-embracing or, at least, not
totally satisfactory . It apparently envisages an arrangement which
will have as its object the "re-writing" of some or all of the terms
of the trust. Again, the beneficiaries may not want to go to that
extent . One specific deviation-the sale of a particular piece of
land or the invasion of corpus on a particular occasion for a partic-
ular purpose-may be all that is required . A liberal interpretation
of the Act would allow this, but there is the possibility that such
an arrangement may, on a narrow interpretation, be forestalled .262
Both these defects may, to some extent be minimised by relying on
the pre-1958 inherent and, where it exists the pre-1958 statutory
jurisdiction ; this would be possible in England, where the 1958
Act expressly preserves section 57 of the Trustee Act, 1925 and sec-
tion 64 of the Settled Land Act, 1925 and in Manitoba where sec-
tion 54A(3) of the Trustee Act preserves the powers of the court
under section 54 .111 Even then the pre-1958 legislation is far from
comprehensive and, as the Law Reform Committee observed, it

261 The Canadian Commissioners on Uniformity seem to have had
this criticism in mind : see Proceedings Canadian Commissioners on Uni-
formity of Legislation 43rd Annual Meeting (1961), p . 140, comment
1 . The draft Act, by error one would surmise, does not give effect to the
views expressed on p . 140 : see Appendix 0, p . 142 .

112 Compare the difficulties which arise in the interpretation of s . 57
of the Trustee Act, 1925, supra, footnote 108 .

263 The English Act follows the recommendation of the Law Reform
Committee Report, supra, footnote 173, paras . 25 and 27(4) . The Com-
mittee observed that there "will be some cases falling within section 57 of
the Trustee Act, 1925 and section 64 of the Settled Land Act, 1925, to which
the proposed new jurisdiction will not apply" : para . 25 . No instance was
given of the type of case in mind . Perhaps the situations under discussion
are examples .

Presumably, though they are not specifically saved, the inherent juris-
diction in England and Manitoba and, in the other Canadian provinces
that adopted the 1958 English Act, the inherent and any earlier statutory
jurisdictions still exist.
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is desirable that there should be only one source for the authority
to vary trusts .214 It is suggested therefore that the Act ought to have
been drafted so as to permit the variation or revocation ofmanager-
ial or administrative powers and so as to quite clearly allow single
deviations .

In result the portion of the Act we are considering might be
re-drafted to read as follows :

. . . any arrangement (by whomsoever proposed, and whether or not
there is any other person beneficially interested who is capable of
assenting thereto) varying, either generally or in any specific instance,
or revoking, either partially or completely ;

This, it is thought, would at least be closer to being comprehensive
than is the present form of the Act.265
The beneficiaries

The court is empowered to approve the arrangement on be-
half of the four groups of beneficiaries described in paragraphs
(a), (b), (c) and (d) of section l(l) of the English Act, provided
that, in the case of beneficiaries within the first three paragraphs,
the proposed variation is for their benefit ; for reasons which will
appear later, the Act does not require that benefit be shown to
beneficiaries within paragraph (d). Several questions as to the
range of beneficiaries covered by the act need to be discussed.

One general question is whether the court has the power to
approve an arrangement on behalf of a charity. Two cases have
raised the issue. In In Re Robert's Settlement Trusts211 by an ater
vivos'deed a charitable trUSt267 was created for the employees of
the settlor and of four companies. The settlor and any wife of
his were potential members of these groups and, to avoid liability
for income tax on the income of the trust fund, the settlor sought
the addition of a clause excluding himself and any wife of his as
beneficiaries. The settlor and his then wife agreed in person to
the proposal and, to show benefit to any future wife the settlor
undertook to pay her if she should ever exist X100 a year. The

264 Ibid., para . 25 ; but thought such legislation should await the ex-
perience gained in the operation of the new Act.

265 (a) This omits any reference to a power of revocation and re-
settlement ; if it be thought that In Re Seale's Marriage Settlement, supra,
footnote 253, is of doubtful validity express provision could also be made
to cover this issue .

(b) The suggested redrafting still retains the word "revoking" . "Ter-
minating" might be considered more appropriate . "Revoke" is perhaps
more approp~iate to action taken by the settlor than to action taken by
the beneficiaries .

266 The Times, February 27th, 1959 .
267 It was assumed in the case that the trust was charitable . Having

regard to the beneficiaries, quaerq if this was correct?
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court approved the arrangement on her behalf. The Attorney
General supported the arrangement on behalf of charity, but
made the point that charities did not fall within any of the groups
of beneficiaries described in the Act. In In Re Longinan's TrUStS263
the Attorney General was again the "consenting" party for "char-
-ity" . In that case the ultimate gift over of an otherwise private
Irust was to a charity, and the order eventually made recited, inter
,alia, that the Attorney General "not objecting" the court approv-
~ed a variation of the investment clause in pursuance of the Act.
The exact basis of these two decisions is not altogether clear. It
may be accepted that the point made by the Attorney General in
In Re Robert's Settleinent Trusts"' is valid and that the language
used in the Act to describe the beneficiaries is not such as to cover
charity. On the other hand the implication from that case seems
to be that individuals who may benefit from a charitable trust
have the power to consent, either in person or through the medium
of the court, to a variation of the trust, at least to the extent of
excluding themselves from benefit under it. This would appear to
be a rather novel doctrine . Nor does the fact that the assent or
"non-objection" of the Attorney General is received help to re-
solve the difficulty . If it was true that he could consent to or ac-
quiesce in changes in the terms of a charitable trust many, if not
all, of the rules of equity and statute law relating to cy-pres would
be obsolete ; and this is hardly the case .

The Act should, it is suggested, have been more specific about
its application to charity. There are two types of trusts, the wholly
charitable and the partly charitable-partly private, which have to
be borne in mind. It is clear that the Act does not cover the wholly
charitable trust and obviously the variety of problems arising in
connection with such trusts can best be dealt with in separate
legislation ; for the sake of certainty it might be advisable to ex-
pressly state that they are not intended to be covered by the pres-
ent Act. However where private individuals and a charity are
beneficiaries under the trust it would be unfortunate if a private
beneficiary could not take advantage of the Act because the sett-
lor had also wished to benefit charity. As the Act stands the court
.s again without jurisdiction and all that there is to fall back on
are the rather dubious powers of the Attorney General and the
equally dubious and in any event extremely narrow power of in-
dividuals to exclude themselves from the benefits of the charity .

[19621 1 W.L.R . 455, [196212 All E.R . 193 (Ch.D.) .
Supra, footnote 266 .
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The Act could well provide that in a case involving this type of
trust the court has power to approve the arrangement on behalf
of a charity on the usual ground of benefit to it .

Looking more closely at each of the four paragraphs, (c) "any
person unborn" has not been, nor does it seem likely that it will
become, the source of any difficulty ; the other three call for more
extended comment. Paragraph (b) came under consideration in
In Re Suffret's Settlement"' and inferentially the case also raised
some question about (a). In the case, in the events that happened,
property valued at 98,500 was held on protective trusts for the
applicant for life, with various remainders over, and an ultimate~
remainder to those persons who would have , succeeded . to the
property if the applicant had died possessed thereof, intestate and
unmarried. The applicant proposed that 98,000 be held in trust
for her absolutely and that the remaining z6500 be held in protec-
tive trusts for her for life, then for her husband for life, with again
an ultimate remainder as in the original settlement . At the date
of application the applicant was sixty-one and had never married.
If she had died at that date her next of kin would have~been three
adult cousins, only one of whom was party to the summons and
who consented to the arrangement. Buckley J. held that the pro-
spective next of kin fell within paragraph (b) and in Canada that
would have decided -the case . In England, however, the proviso
to the paragraph (omitted it will be remembered from . the Canadian
legislation) still had to be taken into account. Applying it to the
case, the applicant was to be presumed dead at the date of the ap-
plication and the three cousins, who in that event would have
truly fitted the description of next of kin, were excluded from the
paragraph. The trustees were therefore advised that any order
made by the court would not be binding on the two'absent cousins.

It was suggested during the course of argument'that various
difficulties would arise if the court applied the proviso in the way
in which it did., Only one of these difficulties seems to be of any
substance. 271 This involves the question of what the position would

270 [19611 Ch. 1, [196013 All E.R. 561 (Ch.D .) .
271 Two other problems were raised by counsel :
(a) It was suggested that "the court could not sanction 9 scheme on,

behalf of a future husband who might become interested under a dis-
cretionary trust already in operation . He would be a person within the
exception to section l(l)(b) and every living male would be a member
of the class if an event (namely his marriage) had happened" - Ibid., at
p. 4 (Ch.) . Dut the event in question is not merely the marriage of the
husband, but his marriage to the,principal beneficiary . If at the date of
an , application that event is assumed to have happened, it still would not
be possible to say of any male he was a person who fitted a specified
description i.e. the husband of the principal beneficiary. On the other
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have been if some of the next of kin who were excluded from para-
graph (b) by the operation of the proviso had been infants. They
could not have consented to the arrangement in person ; could
the court have consented for them? Obviously they would not
have fallen within paragraphs (c) or (d) ; and as prospective next
of kin, having only, according to the authorities, a mere spes
successionis,"I it could be argued they would not have fallen with-
in paragraph (a), which encompasses infants having vested or
contingent interests . There are several solutions to this problem.
One is to say that the ability of the infants to qualify for admission
to paragraphs (a), (c) and (d) is to be determined on the same pre-
sumed state of facts on which they were ousted from paragraph
(d). They would then have a (presumed) vested interest and fall
within paragraph (a) . The other possible solutions involve changes
in the legislation in itself. Paragraph (a) might be amended so as
to include infants who are excluded from paragraph (b) ; the
proviso to paragraph (b) might be changed so as not to exclude
infants in the first place ; or the proviso might be completely eli-
minated. This latter possibility leads to the question of the pur-
pose, which the proviso was designed to serve . Its origin is in fact
obscure. It does not appear to derive from anything in the Report
of the Law Reform Committee, nor from anything said in the de-
bates on the Variation of Trusts Act. Conversely the Canadian
Commissioners on Uniformity offer no explanation for omitting
it from their draft Act. 271 Three main courses were open to the
draftsmen in drafting paragraph (b). The proviso could have ex-
cluded at least all adults who were ascertained and have left them
to consent in person to the arrangement. This would have posed
a difficult, if not an insuperable problem of deciding on a criterion
of ascertainability . Even if this had been established, the interests
of many of those thus ascertained would probably have been so

hand if, as In Re Suffret's Settlement, ibid., a life tenant is assumed to be
dead, it is possible to identify the people who on that hypothesis would
be the next of kin.

(b) Some doubt was also expressed about the position where the next
of kin are by the terms of the settlement directed to be determined at an
arbitrarily fixed date. It would seem however that if the death of the
ancestor can be assumed at the date of the application there is also no
reason why it cannot also be assumed at that date that the date fixed for
determining the next of kin has been reached.

If, however, the courts could not under the Act deal with the difficulties,
this would be another case when it would be necessary to turn to the pre-
1958 law to see if it might be involved .

272 See In Re Parsons (1890), 45 Ch.D. 51 (Ch.D.) ; In Re Mudge,
19141 1 Ch. 115 (C.A.) .
M op Cif., footnote 261, Appendix N, p. 140 et seq.
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shadowy or tenuous as to raise some question of whether the time
and trouble of ascertaining them was justified. Moreover it would
have been unfortunate if, as could have happened, the refusal of
even one of the holders of such interests to consent could have
blocked a variation which all other beneficiaries and the court
were prepared to approve. At the other extreme is the position
adopted in Canada, the total elimination of the proviso.. The diffi-
culty with this is that it will often throw on the mercy of the court
people who are easily ascertained and who, even if they have not
technically an interest, have nonetheless such a substantial expec-
tancy that it can be argued they should be permitted to consent in
person . The English Act falls between these two extremes by al-
lowing those who may be described as "legally closest" to an in-
terest at the time of the application to consent in person while the
court consents for everyone else . There is no necessary correlation
between those granted the privilege of acting in person and those
who have the greatest chance of actually obtaining an interest.
Thus, if, in the type of situation which was before the court in In
Re Suffret's Settleynent, 274 the next of kin were an aged father and
three young and spritely adult cousins, the father would consent
in person, but the court would act for the cousins. It may be argued
therefore, that the compromise achieved by the English Act is of
a rather arbitrary nature, with little regard being paid to the reali-
ties of the situation . There is perhaps much to be said for adopt-
ing the Canadian situation, particularly when it is borne in mind
that in any event the court's consent is going to be withheld if the
proposed arrangement is not for the benefit of those on whose be-
half its approval is being sought .

Finally we turn to a consideration of paragraph (d). As was
pointed out earlier the court may approve an arrangement on be-
half of beneficiaries falling within this paragraph, even though the
arrangement is not for their benefit. The origin of this rule can be
traced to the -Report of the Law Reform Committee . The Report
took the view that where a discretionary trust is limited after the
failure of a prior interest and "the trust has not yet become ex-
ercisable, the interests (if such they can be called) of potential
objects of the trust may be of a nature too shadowy to deserve
consideration ; and that in those cases the court should be free to
consider only the benefit to the other persons interested in the
trust property and should have a discretion to disregard entirely
the interests of those who would be the potential objects of the

274 Supra, footnote 270 .
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trust if and when it ever becomes exercisable" ."' Three difficulties
have arisen from the attempts to give effect to this recommenda-
tion .

In the first place it will be noted that the Committee did not
,say the interests of the potential beneficiaries under the future dis-
,cretionary trust must be ignored, but merely that the court could
disregard them if it saw fit . The Act does not in express terms con-
fer such a discretion ; indeed at first glance it could be read as
compelling the courts to disregard the beneficiaries in paragraph
(d). However, by holding that they may, in the exercise of their
general discretion, require a showing of benefit if it is appropriate
in the circumstances to do so, the courts have in effect implement-
ed the substance of the Committee's recommendationS.276 It
would seem that this is a desirable exercise of the overall judicial
discretion and the only comment which may be made is that the
Act might have made the matter clear at the outset .

The second difficulty arises out of the drafting of paragraph
(d) itself, drafting which, it will be remembered, is not the same in
Canada as in England. In England the paragraph is drafted by
reference to section 33 ofthe Trustee Act, 1925 . The trust envisaged
by this section is one in which property is held for a beneficiary
(the principal beneficiary) for life or any lesser period until some-
thing happens which would, if he were absolutely entitled, deprive
him of the income of the property ; in such an event the trust for
the principal beneficiary determines and during the rest of the
period for which it might have continued the income is Paid at the
discretion of the trustees to (a) the principal beneficiary, his spouse,
children or issue or (b) if no spouse children or issue are in exist-
ence the principal beneficiary and the persons who would be en-
titled to the income or the trust property if he was dead . Para-
graph (d) in England covers the potential beneficiaries of the
discretionary trust which would arise under a "Section 33" or any
like trust during the period when the interest of the principal bene-
ficiary has not been determined . The Canadian Acts are self-
contained and so it is not necessary to travel outside them to as-
certain their meaning. It would seem however that paragraph
(d) in Canada covers a much wider range of beneficiaries than
does the corresponding English provision and is drafted more
widely than is necessary to meet the recommendation of the Law
Reform Committee . Thus where property is held on trust for A

211, Supra, footnote 173, para . 19 .
211 For a discussion of the courts' general discretion see supra .
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for life, remainder to his children at the discretion of the trustees,
it can be said that the interest of the children arises from a discre-
tionary power exercisable on the determination of a prior interest .
Some argument might be made that "determination" was meant
to cover'only "premature determination" of interest but there is
nothing in the context to show that it need necessarily be so limit-
ed. Again if property is held for A during widowhood, with a
similar remainder to her children, on -the -determination of her-
estate by re-marriage the interest of the children would appear to,
fall within paragraph (d). In both these examples, however, the:
interests ofthe children are quite different from the type of interest
the Law Reform Committee had in. mind and -they are certainly,
not of a "shadowy 'nature" . Consideration should perhaps bc
given to re-drafting the Canadian paragraph (d) in narrower
terms than it presently stands .

The third difficulty arises from the fact that even if paragraph
(d) be drafted in the narrow English form, the four paragraphs,
are not mutually exclusive. Thus an unborn person, covered by
paragraph (c), may also fall within paragraph ~ (b) ; and a benefi-
ciary who comes within paragraph (d) may also fall within ~oner
or more of the other three paragraphs. Because benefit must be
shown to the latter three groups of beneficiaries but not necessarily,
to those in paragraph (d) it is important to decide into which para-
graph a beneficiary who prima facie is within paragraph (d) and
also one of the other 'paragraphs is going to be placed . In Re
.Turner's Will Trusts"' decided such a beneficiary ,was to be taken
as falling solely within paragraph (d). In the case the court was,
asked to approve an arrangement on behalf~ of the possible future
husband of a life tenant, the husband being a potential beneficiary
under a discretionary trust which would have arisen if the lifer
interest was forfeited. Danckwerts J. took the view that the open-
ing words of paragraph (d) -"Any person" -prima facie includ-
ed the unascertained and the unborn and that the husband should
not be excluded from that paragraph because there was reference
to these two types of beneficiaries in paragraphs (b) and (c). More7
over as we have seen, paragraph (d) in England is to be more
completely defined by reference to section 33 of the Trustee Act
1925 and that section clearly envisages the possibility of those in-
terested under the discretionary trusts being unborn or unascer-
tained. The decision, it is suggested, is clearly in conformity with
the Report of the Law Reform Committee . To have allowed a

.
277 [19601 Ch . 122, [195912 Alt E.R . 689 (Ch.D .) .
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beneficiary under a non-operating discretionary power to qualify
under paragraphs (a), (b) or (c) so that benefit to him would have
been required to be shown, wouldhave defeated the whole purpose
of the Committee's recommendation .

In Canada there would appear to be no reason why the courts
should not resolve the question of overlapping in the same way.
Some difficulty may arise from the fact that there is no section 33
to which a court could turn as an aid to interpretation and theoreti-
cally it might be improper to look to the Committee Report for
guidance. An amendment to the legislation would, of course, cure
the uncertainty but, even allowing for differences in the language
of the Acts, the Canadian courts will probably find it a simple
matter to follow the English precedent.

Benefit to the heneficlarles

The Act provides that except in the case of beneficiaries within
paragraph (d) the court shall not approve an arrangement unless
it is for the benefit of those for whom consent is being given. The
status of the beneficiaries within paragraph (d) has already been
explained and it is now proposed to deal with the judicial attitude
towards the question of benefit . The majority of the English cases
have been concerned either with the extension ofinvestment clauses
or the avoidance of taxation . Since the passing of the Trustee In-
vestments Act, 1961, and the subsequent decisions that invest-
ment clauses would be extended only in exceptional circum-
stanceS,278 the stream of investment cases has dried up, but the
taxation cases continue unabated . Often the advantage sought
is a direct diminution of either estate or income tax. 211 In some
instances, though the motive for the change is still tax avoidance,
the benefit to the beneficiaries for whom the court is consenting
may arise, partially at least, in some other fashion. This is true of
the cases which have arisen out of settlements where a life tenant
had a power of appointment over the remainder with a gift over
in default of appointment . The courts have approved variations of
such settlements whereby the life tenant was paid a portion of the
capital and in return released his power. As well as effecting some

278 For a discussion of these decisions see supra.
279 1n Re Cohen's Will Trusts, [19591 1 W.L.R . 865, [19591 3 All E.R.

523 (Ch.D .) ; In Re Seale's Marriage Settlement, supra, footnote 253 ;
In Re Burney's Settlement Trusts, [19611 1 W.L.R. 545, [1961] 1 All E.R.
856 (Ch.D.) ; In Re Druce's Settlement, supra, footnote 222; In Re Munro's
Settlement Trusts, [19631 1 W.L.R. 145, [1963] 1 All E.R. 209 (Ch.D.) ;
In Re Michelman's Will Trusts, [1963] 2 W.L.R. 1240, [19631 2 All E.R .
188 (Ch.D.).
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saving in estate duty on the life tenant's death, this scheme also
benefited those entitled in default by giving them an amount cer-
tain in substitution for a mere possibility of taking dependant
upon the life tenant failing to exercise the power.180 In a few other
cases the relief from taxation was obtained not for the beneficiaries,
but for the settlor. An example of this type of case is In Re Clithe-
roe's Settlement Trusts."' In that case a possible recipient of in-:
come under a discretionary trust was the settlor's wife . Any in-
come she received would have been deemed income of the settlor
and to avoid that eventuality a proposal was made to vary the
trust by excluding any wife of the settlor as beneficiary, the settlor's
then wife consenting and benefit to any future wife being ensured
by a covenant on the part of the settlor to pay her XIO& a year .
The court approved this arrangement on behalf of the possible
future wife and also on behalf of certain infant beneficiaries. Pre-
sumably the benefit to the infants was the demise of a rival bene-
ficiary for otherwise the variation does not appear to hdve~ affected
their interests.

Of the cases which have not been'concerned with investment
clauses or taxation, perhaps the most interesting is In Re T~s
Settlement TrustS,282 a case which has already been discussedair
another context. The court there approved a variation whereby
the interest of an infant which would have become absolute on the
infant attaining twenty-one was changed to a protected interest
which would become absolute at a later age if no-forfeiture had
by that date occurred, or if it had, then when the trustees so de-
cided. The court found that this arrangement was for the benefit
of the infant because it protected her against her irresponsibility
and immaturity in handling money. Although ~ the case may be
regarded as rather unique, nonetheless it does indicate that mat-
ters other than financial 'advantage may satisfy the need- for a
showing of benefit.

Few applications have failed because of afailure to show bene-

280 In Re Rouse's Will Trusts, [1959) 1 W.L.R. 374, [1959] 2 An E.R.
50 (Ch.D .) ; In Re Robertson's Will Trusts, supra, footnote 243 ; In Re
Turner's Will Trusts, supra, footnote 277 ; In Re Suffret's Settlement, supra,
footnote 270 ; In Re Moncrieft's Settlement, [1962) 1 W.L.R. 1344, [1962]
3 All E.R . 838 (Ch.D .) . It has been pointed out that in this type of case
the bargaining position of those entitled .i n default may be quite strong
and that generally they may be able to demand more than the mere actu-
arial value of their prospective share; In Re Van Grulsen's Will Trusts,
[19641 1 W.L.R. 449, [19641 1 All E.R. 843 (Ch.D.) .

281[19591 1 W.L.R . 1159, [19591 3 All E.R. 789 (Ch.D.), following In
Re Robert's Settlement Trusts, supra, footnote 266.

282 Supra, footnote 256.
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fit for those for whom the court was asked to consent . Of those
that have, one, In Re Tinker's Settlenient, 111 is worthy of comment.
There property was settled on the settlor's son and daughter in
equal shares . If the son reached thirty his interest was to become
absolute, but if he died under that age his share was to pass to the
daughter. When the daughter reached thirty she was to have the
income of her share for life, with a remainder to children . It was
sought to vary the settlement by providing that if the son died
under thirty leaving children who attained the age of twenty-one,
one half of the son's share would be held for the children . At the
date of the application the son and daughter were twenty-five and
twenty-two respectively and both were unmarried. The court re-
fused to approve the arrangement because it was not for the bene-
fit of the unborn children of the daughter. It was argued that the
variation would "in a broad sense be beneficial to the sister's [the
daughter's] children as members of this whole lfamilyl%284 but
Russell J. felt that that type of consideration might be used "to
increase a financial benefit which is already established, yet one
cannot regard it as a benefit on its own right" .215 The court, and
rightly if perhaps unfortunately in this case, cannot, it appears, be
altruistic at the expense of the beneficiaries for whom it is asked
to consent.

As well as the nature of the benefit being clear, it has also been
fairly certain in most of the cases that the benefit in question would
in fact accrue to the beneficiaries . Nonetheless, while recognizing
that absolute certainty is out of the question and that in no case
can it be dogmatically stated that any undue risk was taken, yet
it may be that the general judicial attitude to the degree of risk
which is permissible is rather unsatisfactory. In In Re Cohen's Will
Trl,StS286 the benefit to the beneficiaries for whom the court was
consenting was contingent on two daughters surviving their
mother, who at the time of the application was eighty. Danck-
werts J. did not think it necessary to insure against the possibility
of the mother dying first. "If people ask the court to sanction this
sort of scheme, they must be prepared to take some risk and if it
is a risk that an adult would be prepared to take, the court is
prepared to take it on behalf of an infant.""' As a statement of
general principle, it can be forcefully argued that this gives the
court greater licence than it ought to have in its dealing with and

28 .1 [196011 W.L.R . 1011, [196013 All E.R . 85 (Ch.D.) .
284 Ibid., at pp . 1014 (W.L.R .), 87 (All E.R .),
285 Ibid.

	

286 Supra, footnote 279.
237 Ibid., at pp . 868 (W.L.R .), 524 (All E.R .) .
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protection of an infant's property . Moreover even if it were a cor-
rect statement of the general rule, what virtue is there in running
a risk which, as was the case here, could have -been quite easily
avoided by insurance? Be that as it may, the later cases have
adopted the same general approach. In In Re Druce's Settlement"'
the risk involved was the giving of wide discretionary powers to
the trustees who, however, had declared in advance, that they
would use them to achieve the result sought by the variation, the
avoidance of taxation. On these facts the court was probably not
unjustified in approving the arrangement, but once again Russell
J. used language indicating that the courts would be prepared to
consent to an arrangement if it was such that an adult beneficiary
would have accepted it.211 In a more recent case, In Re Michel-
ham's Will TrustS 291 the proposal was that all the trust funds be
transferred absolutely to two brothers, who were the sole existing
beneficiaries, and that insurance be taken out to protect possible
future beneficiaries by ensuring the payment to the trustees for
their benefit of an amount ten per cent more than would have been
available if the life tenant had died at the date of the application.
The benefit to the beneficiaries was dependent on several contin-
gencies, including the future possible domicile or residence of the
two brothers and the possible investment policy of the trustees
with respect to tax exempt securities which formed part of the
corpus . The case so far as the quantum of the benefit was con-
cerned was admittedly "a little nearer the line than some",2'11 but
in the end it was approved by the court. It was not his function
Buckley J. said "to consider whether the scheme is bound to con-
fer a benefit on -everyone who may become' interested under the
trusts in every event, but whether in the probable events it is cal-
culated to confer a benefit~1 .292 Again if this be intended as a state-
ment of general principle it may be giving to the courts greater
freedom than they ought to have . It would perhaps be desirable if
the courts reconsidered their approach to this question of the de-

218 Supra, footnote 222 .

	

-
281 The learned judge said : "If the possible beneficiaries under this

settlement had all been sui juris and ascertained, they could have done
so (i.e . conferred discretionary powers on the trustees] in an arrangement
without reference to the court . This jurisdiction in effect enables the court
to contract on behalf of certain beneficiaries, or possible beneficiaries
and I do not see why it would not agree to that which in other circumstances
they might have agreed for themselves" : Ibid., at pp . 369 (W.L.R.), 567
(All E.R.) .

290 Supra, footnote 279 .
291 Ibid., at pp. 1244 (W.L.R.), 191 (All E.R .) .
292 Ibid.
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gree of risk to be run and decided to be a little more cautious than
their statements migbt indicate they are now prepared to be .

(iii) Some points of procedure .
Initiation ofschemes and application

In In Re Druce's Settlement Trusts 293 Russell J. commented
on the role of the trustees in the initiation of arrangements and in
the making of applications under the Act. As a general rule he
thought both these matters ought to be left to the beneficiaries
and that the trustees should take the initiative only when they are
satisfied the arrangement would be for the benefit of those inter-
ested and that there is no beneficiary willing to act .211 Even then
it appears that the trustees are not compelled to suggest a scheme
or make an application for as yet it is not a breach of trust for
them not to seek the advantages of the Act on behalf of infant and
other incompetent beneficiaries. Speaking particularly of applica-
tions, Russell J. gave two reasons to support the view he took . In
the first place if the trustees applied under the Act they would be
arguing in favour of the scheme, but at the same time would have
to protect the interests of those for whom the court was asked to
consent and this might require them to oppose all or part of the
proposal . 295 Obviously this is a position into which they ought not
to put themselves unless it is absolutely necessary to do so. In the
second place it was felt that applications might be made by trustees
in the hope that, whatever the result, costs would come out of the
trust fund and this again would clearly be an undesirable practice.

Parties and representation
(a) The settlor.

The Law Reform Committee recommended that the settlor be
granted the right to be heard on an application under the Act. 296

293 Supra, footnote 222, at pp . 370-371 (W.L.R.), 568 (All E.R.) .
211 In discussing initiation of schemes Russell J. referred only to the

variation of beneficial interests, but presumably the same comments
would apply to dealings with administrative provisions .

295 It has been suggested that this may represent a confusion of the
question of application with that of representation : Evans, The Variation
of Trusts in Practice (1963), 27 Conv . (N.S .) 6, at p . 8 . While there may
be some merit in the suggestion it can be argued that one of these factors
may legitimately influence the other . If the trustees make the application
and thereby render themselves incompetent to protect the beneficiaries,
the court may have to appoint someone to represent them. If however
the trustees do not make the application, they will be free to protect the
beneficiaries . Thus the matter of representation may affect the question
of who saould make the application .

293 Supra, footnote 173, paras 21 and 27(3).
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In England this recommendation was implemented by an amend-
ment to the Rules of the Supreme Court, this procedure being
adopted on the ground that it, rather than the insertion of a provi-
sion in the Act itself, was the more appropriate way of handling
the matter. 297
Order 55, rule 14a (3A) reads :"'

In the case of an application under the Variation of Trusts Act, 1958,
the settlor and any other person who provided property for the pur-
poses of the trusts in question shall, if still alive and not an applicant
and unless the Court of a Judge for special reasons otherwise directs,
be made a respondent to the summons in addition to any other persons
who are necessary and proper respondents thereto .

Thus, although he is in the end given no power of veto, the settlor
has the opportunity of airing his objections to, or voicing his ap-
proval of, a proposed arrangement . In itself this is something of
a notable development for, while the intention of the settlor as
expressed in the trust instrument is the controlling factor in the
administration of the trust, he has as a general rule no locus
standi after the trust has been created. This principle has now been
breached by this amendmentto the Rules, but, in the circumstances,
few will begrudge the settlor his day in court.

In Canada it seems that none of the provinces which have
adopted the Variation of Trusts Act have ma& any provision for
the settlor to be a party. To some degree the fact that the court,
in the exerci

,
se of its general discretion, considers the arrangement

in the light Of general intent of the trust instrument is a compen-
sating factor, but this is far removed from the settlor himself be-
ing permitted to state his views and consideration ought, to be
given to adopting the English rule .

(b) Other parties .
The English courts have made a number of comments on who

should be made a party to an application and on how they ought
to be represented . 211 Two cases are of particular interest . One In-
Re Moncrieff's Settlement,"' raised the question whether prospec-
tive next of kin were necessary parties . There the ultimate remain-
dermen of a settlement were the statutory next of kin of the settlor.
At the date of the application among those who might eventually
have taken in that capacity were the settlor's adopted son and

211 House of Lords : Hansard, Vol . 209, p . 846 .
211 Annual Practice (1964), p . 1506.
211 See generally Re Chapman's Settlement (No. 2) and the other cases

reported therewith : [1959] 2 All E.R . 47 (Ch.D .) .
300 Supra, footnote 280 .
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four infant grandchildren of the settlor's maternal aunt. The son
was a respondent to the summons, but being an adult"' and
being excluded from paragraph (b) of section l(l) of the English
Act by the proviso to the paragraph"' he consented in person to
the arrangement. The four infants were also made respondents
but on two grounds the court thought they ought not to have been
joined . Firstly the infants might never in fact take an interest for
that depended, inter alia, on the son not surviving his mother .
This is hardly sound for, to take the opposite approach, the infants
might in fact take an interest and so could well be affected by the
variation. The court's second and more compelling reason was
that the infants' interests could in fact be protected by the trustees .
Although it was not therefore necessary in the events that happened
for the infants to be parties to the summons, had the trustees been
acting in a capacity adverse to theirs, the court would have had to
consider their adequate representation in some other fashion.

The representation of the objects of a power of appointment
came under scrutiny in In Re Christie Miller's Marriage Settle-
ment."' There the court held that to the extent that the power
could and would 104 be released the objects did not need to be join-
ed or represented . At common law all powers, other than powers
collateral and powers coupled with a duty, could be released."'
In four of the jurisdictions which have adopted the Variation of
Trusts Act -England, New Brunswick, Ontario and Prince Edward
Island-this rule has been changed and powers collateral maynow
also be released .101 In other provinces in Canada the common law
apparently still prevails and so in Alberta, Manitoba and Nova
Scotia and in any other province that adopts the Act this should
be borne in mind in preparing an application where there are ob-
jects of a power to be considered .

301 This is made clear in the statements of facts in the All England Re-
ports ; it is not expressly stated in the Weekly Law Reports .

'02 For a discussion of the effect of section l(l)(b) see supra.
303 [19611 1 W.L.R. 462, [1961] 1 All E.R . 855 (Ch.D.) .
304 Apparently not necessarily in advance of the application . The re-

lease in the instant case was incorporated into the order approving the
arrangement . This express release of the power made it unnecessary to
consider the argument put forward in the case that by concurring in the
application the donee had released the power pro tanto.

Farwell on Powers (3rd ed ., 1914), p . 16 et seq.
England : Law of Property Act, 1925, supra, footnote 217, s . 155

(re-enacting Conveyancing and Law of Property Act, 1881, 44 & 45,
Vict ., c . 41, s . 52(l)) ; New Brunswick : Property Act, R.S.N.B ., 1952, c.
177, s. 52(l) ; Ontario : Conveyancing and Law of Property Act, R.S.O .,
1960, c . 66, s. 26(l) ; Prince Edward Island : supra, footnote 109, s. 31c .
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Open court
During the debates in England on the Variation of Trusts Act

there was much discussion on whether hearings should be in open
court. On one side it was thought publicity was necessary, partic-
ularly to ensure some measure of uniformity of practice ; on the
other it was argued that it was undesirable that the affairs of in-
fants and of families in general should be dealt with in the public
view .307 Eventually the Lord Chancellor gave an undertaking which
favoured the proponents of publicity: the Chancery judges, he
stated, fully appreciated the problems involved and "will take
steps to ensure a proper measure of publicity is accorded to their
decisions"."'

At the outset a considerable number of applications were heard
in open court. 119 Vaisey J. in particular emphasized that as a general
rule applications should be heard in .Open court.1110 This he thought
advisable for three reasons : (i) it would ensure uniformity of prac-
tice ; (ii) such a serious matter as the variation of trusts ought not
to be decided on behind closed doors ; (iii) it would ensure that an
parties were represented by counsel for, while casting no aspersions
on solicitors, the court required critical and separate representation
by counsel to ensure the case was fully considered ."' Of these it is
suggested the first is of greatest importance. For one of the di~a-
culties in determining the scope of the inherent jurisdiction was the
confusion about the practice in Chambers."', However it nowseems

307 During the debates on the Bill the - Solicitor General stated he
thought the profession was fairly-evenly divided on the question : House
of Commons Hansard, Vol . 579, p . 799 .

308 House of Lords : Bansard, Vol. 209, p . 854 .
30 9 With only a few exceptions . In In Re United Synagogue, The Times,

June 4th, 1959, in which it was sought to vary the investment clause of a
charitable trust, Danckwerts J. allowed a motion to adjourn the case
into Chambers, stating there were special reasons to justify this being done .
(Quaere, the trust being charitable, if the Act was applicable : see supra .)
In two other cases, In Re Joseph's Will Trusts, supra, footnote 212, and
In Re Clitheroe's Settlement Trusts, supra, footnote 281, the courts ap-
proved the arrangements in principle, but then adjourned the cases into
chambers for a more detailed discussion of the financial aspects of the
proposals.

310 In Re Rouse's Will Trusts, supra, footnote 280, at pp . 375 (W.L.R .),
51 (All E.R.) . See also dicta to the same effect by the same learned judge :
in Re Chapman's Settlement Trusts (No. 2), supra, footnote 299 ; In Re
Byng's Will Trusts, supra, footnote 132 .

311 A consideration which would not, of course, apply in Canada .
312 See Lord Simonds in Chapman v . Chapman, supra, footnote 2, at

pp . 446-447 (A.C .), 803 (All E.R .) . In the same case a passage in Lord
Morton's judgment indicates the difficulties which may arise out of a juris-
diction exercised in Chambers : ibid., at pp . 464-465 (A.C .), 816 (All E.R .) ;
see supra, footnote 41 . However Lord Evershed M.R . stated that appli-
cations under section 57 of the Trustee Act, 1925 supra, footnote 108,
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to be the case in England that, the general scope of and procedure
under the Act being settled, hearings in Chambers are presently
much more common. Provided the cases include only the analysis
of the "facts" of an arrangement and do not raise new points of
law or procedure this is not an undesirable practice and can be
taken as complying with the pledge to accord "a proper measure of
publicity" to applications under the Act .

Conclusions

Under the inherent jurisdiction the intent of the settlor as express-
ed in the trust instrument reigned supreme and, but for the ex-
tremely narrow emergency and maintenance jurisdictions, the
courts had no power to secure for the beneficiaries greater benefit
from their trust or to protect them from imminent disasters . The
present century has seen a gradual departure from this position,
beginning with some rather ill co-ordinated legislation and cul-
minating in the English Act of 1958, which, having already been
adopted in Alberta, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
Ontario and Prince Edward Island will in all probability soon be of
general application in Canada .

The general aim of the 1958 Act was to enable beneficiaries to
vary their trust when this would be to their benefit and from the
English experience this end is being achieved in a smooth and
satisfactory fashion . The cases have revealed some, though perhaps
no serious defect in the drafting of the legislation, but there is room
for improvement and in some cases where the Act is not applicable
the earlier law may still be needed to fill in some of the gaps . The
following suggestions may be worthy of consideration :

(a)

	

expressly conferring the power of variation on the court,
and, in so doing, giving thought to whether the power ought to
extend in appropriate cases to the overriding of the objections of
adult beneficiaries ;

(b) "re-defining" the word "arrangement" along the lines
suggested earlier ;

(c)

	

clarifying the application (or non-application) of the Act
to charitable trusts ;

(d) in England, deleting the proviso to section l(l)(b) of the
Act;

(e) in Canada, redrafting in narrower form the Canadian
equivalent of section l(l)(d) of the English Act ;
were "almost invariably, and rightly, heard and disposed of in Chambers" :
supra, footnote 6, at pp . 248 (Ch .), 119 (All E.R .) .
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(f) in Canada, either by amendment to the legislation or to
the Rules of Court, making provision for the settlor to be heard
on an application under the Act.

The Act has been liberally applied by the English courts . In-
deed in one instance, in deciding on the certainty of the accrual of
benefit to the beneficiaries for whom they are asked to consent it
may be argued the courts have carried their liberality too far. The
one exception to the generally generous approach has been the
decision to curtail the widening of investment clauses in the light
of the Trustee Investment Act, 1961 . This is a dangerous precedent
for it seems to be almost a throwback to the emergency jurisdic-
tion and it is to be hoped the -question is not yet finally settled.
Naturally enough, there are some aspects of the Act which the
cases have not yet fully explored . Thus, while it is clear that the
courts may in the exercise of their overall discretion take into ac-
count the events leading up to and the purpose of the proposed
variation, there have not been enough decisions to give any pre-
cise idea of what factors will be considered relevant in applying
this rule . Another, and perhaps more important, unanswered
question is the extent to which the courts will veto an otherwise
prima facie acceptable arrangement on the ground that it runs
contrary to the basic intent of the settlor. This could be a fairly
potent limitation on variations, and with only one decision in
point, it cannot yet be said that an exact balancing of the interest
of the settlor and his beneficiaries has been reached. Nonetheless
the general balance of power is clear-it is now the interests of
the beneficiaries and not the intent of the settlor which controls
the trust. There is little doubt that this reversal of -the original
equitable position had to come about if the trust was to continue
to serve as a useful method of handling property in modern social
and economic conditions .
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